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Intr oduct i on 
 

Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward changing 
your life and creating a fun, rewarding and fulfilling photography 
career or expanding your existing one.  I wish you all the success, 
happiness, personal and professional fulfillment that I have enjoyed in 
my career as a destination photographer. 
 
What is destination photography and how is it different from a 
“normal” photography business? On the surface, it may just seem 
like a clever idea for marketing destination photography to tourists, 
which if course it is!  BUT the difference between destination 
photography and a standard photography business is CREATING AN 
EXPERIENCE for your clients in your destination, and making it very 
easy for them to book your services.  Your clients can get their 
portraits taken at home anywhere from the local department store to a 
high end photography studio, why should they give up their precious 
vacation time to take family portraits?  The answer is, it is not a 
detour from their vacation, rather it is a PART of their vacation, it can 
sometimes even be the highlight of their entire trip!  Here is a 
comment I received from one of my Destination Photography clients to 
illustrate this point: 
 
“We want to thank you for your patience and for the great time we had 
doing the photos!  We did lots of wonderful things on the island, but 
this was the best time and money we spent in Maui. We'll be certain to 
"spread the word" with anyone and any way we can.” 
Barbara and Dean Smith, Tennessee 
 
You generate destination photography clients by showing them 
amazing locations on your website then when they arrive at your 
destination take them to the amazing locations and create images for 
them to cherish their entire lives. Taking them to an amazing location, 
putting them at ease and allowing them to have fun as a family or 
couple. Then creating pictures that show them in this happy and 
relaxed state is much easier when they have nowhere else to be but 
on vacation.  These will be some of the best memories of their lives 
and you are helping not only capture them but foster the atmosphere 
to create them!  
 
This is what destination photography is all about!  
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This guide is intended to give you practical advice in starting your own 
destination photography business by including yourself in vacationers 
plans.  I give you all the critical information, marketing secrets, 
website tips and tricks and pitfalls to avoid that I have learned making 
my business wildly successful.  Although I may give some advice for 
what makes great images, this is not a photography shooting 
guidebook or intended to teach you how to be a photographer.  It is 
intended to teach photographers how to be a successful destination 
photography business owner by revealing to you this multi-billion 
dollar market segment and showing you how to reach and attract this 
new market segment. 
 
GOOD LUCK, and as we say in Hawaii, E noho me ka hau`oli (BE 
HAPPY!) 
   Sincerely, 
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Section 1: 
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Sect i on 1 :  GETTING STARTED 
 
1.1: HOW TO MAKE DESTINATION PHOTOGRAPHY WORK FOR 
YOU 
Destination photography can be an amazing business for new and 
existing photographers. Living in some of the most beautiful or 
interesting places, personal interaction with your clients when they are 
at their happiest, artistic freedom, controlling your own schedule and 
potential for great pay are some of the real benefits to this business 
model. Using the contents of this guide will help you start out ahead 
and skip a lot of the trial and error of starting and running a fun and 
profitable destination photography business.  Every state and region 
has something that draws people to it. Although it is nice to live in a 
tropical paradise and do business, this is not necessary.  Whether you 
are just starting your business and don’t want to compete with all the 
other photographers in your area or you have an existing photography 
business and want to tap into a new market segment, look no further 
than your state’s tourism office.  They will tell you what draws people 
to your state, how many people per year and how much they spend.  I 
have streamlined my business model to appeal to these visitors and 
this guide will help you capture some of your states tourism dollars 
while operating a fun and profitable business.  
 
The Attitude Needed For Success in Destination Photography: 
 
"Luke: I can't believe it. Yoda: That is why you fail."-Yoda 
 
My friends and family thought I was nuts when I quit my plush 
corporate job in Seattle to move to Maui Hawaii.  I didn’t know exactly 
what I was going to do, but I knew that I had to start living my life 
being true to what I knew I was destined for.  I knew that I was not 
destined to sit in traffic two hours each day in rain and 40-degree 
weather. I knew I was not destined to sit in my cubicle for nine hours 
a day under fluorescent lights and play the corporate politics game in 
order to keep my job and get promoted every year.  The only thing I 
knew is that whatever I ended up doing, I was going to be successful 
because it would be something that I loved and CHOSE to do. This is 
the type of attitude that is necessary to make this, or any other 
business a success.  You have to KNOW you have everything you need 
right inside you; all you have to do is find it!   
 
I was a hobbyist photographer at best when I started this business.  I 
didn’t have technical skill or the best camera but I did have belief that 
there was a need for a photography service that served the needs of 
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the many happy families and couples on vacation I saw all around me.  
The reason I believed this was there was really no one in my market 
catering specifically to the needs of your average tourist in the 
photography segment.  If I could create a photography business model 
that kept their wants and needs in mind, I could not only capture the 
business of those already interested in portraits, I could educate 
others that didn’t even know my service existed and create a whole 
new market segment of photography clients for myself, the “Vacation 
Portrait” segment. 
 
Over the years I have worked hard to learn the technical aspects of 
photography and put my heart and soul into every client’s time with 
me. If you follow all the steps in this guide but don’t have the 
confidence and belief in yourself that you will be a great success for 
everything you have inside of you, this business may not work for you.  
I am revealing everything I know in this guide about starting and 
running a successful destination photography business.  It is up to you 
to bring the power of you and the attitude of success. It has been a 
fun, interesting, exciting and profitable career for me and I truly hope 
that it can be the same for you. 
 
Here are some of the things I would be looking for in a 
candidate if I were to interview them for the job of 
“Destination Photographer”: 
 

1. A Love For Photography and constant learning: 
 
A desire to try new techniques and be open to new trends to 
advance your art is crucial. If you lack the skills and knowledge of 
basic principals of photography, such as shutter speed, F stop, 
exposure, etc., you may not be able to paint the best picture with 
light. Learning these things will take practice. Taking great pictures 
takes great practice. Patience and a playful inquisitiveness will aid 
you in becoming master of your style. Each person’s style is 
somewhat individual; so let your style and love for photography 
shine through.    

 
2. An Enjoyment for Meeting New People: 
 
You need to be a “people person,” as much as that sounds like a 
cliché.  
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Get to know your clients when you meet them. I guarantee there is 
one thing about them you can find to like, admire or at least be 
entertained by!  
 
A good definition of a people person as related to destination 
photography is: someone able to stay positive, cool, calm, collected 
and respectful while interacting with clients and colleagues of 
various positive and negative demeanors and ages. Maybe you got 
into photography because you love the technical side of the 
cameras and gear and don’t really consider yourself a “people 
person”. The personal interaction part may be the most difficult 
part of this business for you. If being a “people person” is the only 
thing holding you back I say, “commit to being happy .” When I 
worked at Disneyland, being happy was a job requirement at the 
“Happiest Place on Earth” so they basically told you, if you are 
having a rough day, you busted your favorite surfboard, your 
boyfriend broke up with you, whatever it is: Leave it Backstage.  
Anywhere in the park where customers were was considered 
“Onstage” make your interactions with your clients your own 
personal “Onstage.” Your problems are not your client’s problems, 
they have chosen you to not only capture their happy time on 
vacation, but be a part of it. If you are not a natural “people 
person”, it may be hard to dig down deep and grab that smile 
during a shoot. The twin three year olds are bawling, grandpa 
doesn’t want to sit here or there, the lighting keeps changing 
forcing you to move around and mom is stressing that the vacation 
portraits she has been dreaming of for months are going to be 
ruined. Remember, it usually only takes one amazing shot out of 
400 to make the whole experience worth it for the family.  A typical 
session only lasts 30 min. to 1.5 hrs, even if your clients are driving 
you crazy, you can pretend four an hour. You being happy and 
excited has an important affect on the clients pictures because it 
allows their happy and fun side to emerge.    

 
Remember you’re working with people on vacation. They want a 
service professional who is friendly, happy and helpful.  As a 
destination photographer, take care of all the thinking so they are 
able to put life’s stresses aside and let their happy fun self emerge 
in the images. Their photography interaction with you is often the 
highlight of their entire vacation. The happiness you generated with 
your clients is just as important as the images you took of them. 
Lots of people can create great photos; you can become successful 
by not only creating great photos, but amazing experiences!  
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Clients that had a great experience and great photos to prove it 
turn into thousands of dollars in referral business from word of 
mouth annually, yes thousands and thousands! I get between 10-
20 referrals and repeat visitors per year and I live on an island 
2600 miles away from anywhere in the middle of the ocean.  

 
You also need to love portrait photography to be a successful 
destination photographer. I wouldn’t recommend destination 
photography if you’re getting into this business to fund your love of 
surf photography; you will most definitely not be happy in the long 
run. I started my business focused on portraits not only because it 
was an untapped market at the time, but because I really love 
helping people capture some of the happiest moments in their life, 
in an inspired and artful way.  I know it sounds cheesy but it is 
true!  
 
3. The Desire To Live Near a Place Where People Vacation 
 
You need a good base of tourism around your location to make this 
business model successful.  Of course you can be a photographer 
anywhere but you can’t be a DESTINATION PHOTOGRAPHER just 
anywhere.  You have to live in one of the most beautiful places on 
earth or next to the largest ball of string, something that draws 
people with a backdrop they want for pictures. Virtually every state 
has at least one attraction that draws millions of visitors each year. 
If you got just .02 percent of one million people to book a photo 
shoot you would have 200 clients annually. At a rate of $300 per 
shoot (I usually average $500 per shoot or more, you do the math) 
you make $60,000 gross per year, that is not even full time work. 
Tap into your state’s tourism resources and realize that clients are 
easier to catch than you think (more about catching clients in 
Section 7: Marketing and Client Service.     

 
What’s NICE TO HAVE (but not 100% necessary to begin with): 
 

1. A Degree From a Photography or Art School  
I am proud to be a successful self-taught photographer. I was an 
advertising major in college with a minor in theatre, so I don’t 
believe you need a photography degree or a degree in fine arts to 
be a successful photographer. You do need to be passionate and 
willing to dedicate your time to becoming the best you can be in the 
field of photography that you enjoy.  It does help if you have some 
sort of talent in photography you can build on. I acquired the 
majority of my photography knowledge from experimentation and 
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experience. If your pictures don’t look right tinker until it looks 
good or go online to photography forums and someone can usually 
tell you what your doing wrong  and how to and fix it. I also found a 
great deal of helpful knowledge from lots of reading and online 
photography courses, as well as some in person courses with local 
photographers.  I am always looking for ways to become a better 
portrait photographer; you can never know it all. The method and 
technology used in photography is ever changing, but the one thing 
that always stays the same is that people have to take the pictures. 
Just remember professional photographer means that people think 
enough of your work to pay you for it. You may not be the best 
photographer in the world, but you can be the best photographer 
YOU can be. You will resonate with people who appreciate your 
unique vision. 
 
2. Every Lens That Can Fit on Your Camera and Every Piece 

of Camera Gear Known to Man. 
Sure, if you can afford to have every lens, go for it! I would LOVE to 
have about six more lenses, a couple more camera bodies and a 
wide variety of lighting systems for any possible scenario, but the 
truth is you NEED very little equipment to start a destination 
photography business (more on what you do NEED is in later 
chapters). Because this is an ON LOCATION business, you don’t 
need the inventory of your local camera store to get this business 
off the ground and successful, that’s the beauty of it.  
 
3. Extensive Photoshop Knowledge 
You should be somewhat familiar with Photoshop, but you don’t 
have to be a master. Destination portrait photography focuses on 
the people in the picture and the beauty of their surroundings.  You 
won’t need to do much more than adjusting exposure, white 
balance, noise levels and taking out people from the background, 
most of which can be done easily in Adobe Lightroom, more on that 
later. 
 
4. A Trust Fund, Nest Egg or Inheritance 
You can start this business while still working at your current job. It 
only requires scheduling shoots on your days off or before or after 
work.  Once you are so busy you are turning people down for 
bookings, then you can make the leap from part to full time 
destination photographer!  I will never forget the feeling of walking 
away from my job, filled with fear and joy and excitement all at the 
same time!  Believing in myself enough to take my business FULL- 
TIME was one of the best decisions of my life! There is nothing 
better than taking control of your future.  
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1.2: FIRST THINGS FIRST, FIRST STEPS TO TAKE 
 
So you have determined that, yes, you do indeed love photography, 
people, and you live in, or are moving to a place with enough tourism 
that you can source ample clients from; so what’s next? These next 
steps are assuming that you have all of your equipment or at least a 
camera you feel comfortable with and a photo editing program that 
works for you.  For more information and specifics on what equipment 
you should have, see Section 2, Must Have Equipment and Your Bag of 
Tricks!   
 
Scout Locations 

1. Scout the Best Locations in Your Area and Research 
Necessary Permits.  First, make a list of the beautiful areas 
near you that people would want as a backdrop for destination 
portraits. Visit each location and take photos of different 
locations within the area that you think would work for portrait 
backgrounds. These will not only help you remember the details 
of the location, you can also use these pictures on your website’s 
LOCATIONS page (more on that in Section 3).  Also, find other 
stunning backdrops people may not know about and would love 
to see.  I have a favorite beach I work on that some locals don’t 
even know about! When you take your clients to your secret 
location they will feel extremely special like they have been let in 
on top-secret information, because they have!    
 
Once you have found the locations you would like to feature and 
work in, do your research and be sure they do not require a 
special permitting for professional photography.  If required get 
the permit, don’t chance getting fined or embarrassing yourself 
in front of your clients!  When I first started my vacation 
photography business I did a web search for “filming on the 
beach, Maui County.”  I found that all I had to do to take 
portraits on most beaches in Maui was to fax in a simple one-
page application to the Hawaii Film Office. A week later I 
received my permit in the mail, it is good for one year and 
totally free! Going through any simple permit process is worth 
not having to worry about getting hassled in front of a client. 
Family portraits may have different rules than weddings, so be 
sure to ask your county or state office. In Maui, you have to get 
a permit for EACH wedding on the beach, but for family 
portraits, as long as you have an annual film permit, you’re good 
to go!   
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Clients may want you to come to their hotel and use the 
beautiful grounds as the backdrop for their photo session.  Be 
sure to call the hotel and ask if it is OK to take photos of their 
guests on their grounds. Explain that your clients have requested 
that you come and take family portraits on their grounds.  
Assure the hotel staff that the pictures will only be for the 
family’s personal use and will have no commercial use 
whatsoever.  I have had no problems shooting on hotel grounds. 
As long as your clients are registered guests of the hotel they 
usually have no problems. If on the off chance the hotel says no, 
let your clients know that their hotel has declined access to you 
and ask if they would not mind placing a call to the hotel to see 
if they can get permission. Sometimes the hotel is much more 
accommodating for their guests than for outside businesses.   

 
Get Free Training  

2. Offer to Take FREE Family and Couples Portraits 
If you don’t already have a portfolio of portraits in your desired 
shooting locations, you will need to build a portfolio for all of your 
marketing needs.  Offering free sessions not only builds your 
portfolio, but allows you to practice on location lighting, posing and 
make all sorts of mistakes without recourse! Make all the mistakes 
you want right now. These mistakes will be learning tools helping 
you better understand areas in which you need improvement or 
additional practice.   

 
Free Portrait Session Best Practices: 

 
• IS THIS IS YOUR VERY FIRST PORTRIAT SESSION?  

You may have lots of experience taking pictures of landscapes 
and family members, but if you have never done a portrait 
session for money, you want to practice on friends, family and 
volunteers first.  Treat these subjects as if they were paying 
clients, don’t just use your kids. Advertise on Craigslist for “free 
family portraits” in your area or put the word out via social 
media. Twitter or Facebook will find you subjects pretty quickly 
too, just post that you need a family or couple to practice on, 
what date and time and your friends will do the work of finding 
subjects for you! Your new found guinea pigs will give you the 
total experience; from posing and choosing backdrops, to 
lighting situations and little kids being well, little kids! 
Remember, free models volunteered for this job like test 
subjects at a Viagra trial, so do the hard stuff, and get your 
practice.  
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• Do AT LEAST four free portrait sessions before any paid 

session:  You need to get a feel for your posing and client 
interaction skills in the locations you will be working in.  For 
example, I work on Maui, some beaches have better lighting in 
the mornings, some have better sunsets, some are hard to find 
and some are difficult to access or have no parking.  I also work 
with guests on their hotel grounds, because they have beautiful 
foliage and children often don’t travel well. It is important to 
scope out the best spots in the major resorts for photos since 
some are good for pictures and some won’t work for various 
reasons. It is important to know what tourist destination areas 
work for lighting at different times of the day.  Free shoots are a 
WIN WIN situation; your clients are getting great FREE pictures 
and you get invaluable experience and images for your portfolio. 
By the time you have your first paying client you will be 
confident and knowledgeable of your locations, posing, and 
possible pitfalls and much needed insight to the best locations in 
your areas. 

 
• Make sure your free sessions sign a model release!!: 

Whether or not you think you will use the pictures from your free 
sessions, be sure to have your subjects sign a model release 
(sample model release in Bonus Section 10, Forms).  You will 
need to use photos from these first sessions for building your 
website, initial brochures, business cards or any other marketing 
needs. Having a model release proves with their signatures that 
you have permission to use their photos for your advertising 
needs.  

 
 

3.  Now that you have some practice shoots “in the can,” you 
have all of your locations scouted, and ready to go, it is time to 
get your business started! Read on to Sections 3 and 4 about 
generating vacationing clients by building a website and setting up 
your infrastructure.  I would recommend doing these two things 
simultaneously.  Be sure to get your business name and license 
before you register your domain name (website name).  If you 
intend to call your business Cancun Memories, but that business name 
is already taken, it won’t do you much good to have the domain name 
or vise versa.   
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1.3 A NOTE ABOUT WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
This guide is designed to show you how to start and run a successful 
destination portrait photography business.  The reason I don’t talk a 
lot about booking weddings or wedding photography in general, is 
because that is not the focus of this guide.  The real truth is that there 
are so many more underserved clients for portraits in destination 
photography than there are wedding clients.  That is why this is such a 
successful business model, we are marketing to a niche that has yet to 
be fully discovered.  Families and couples getting professional portraits 
in vacation destinations is still a relatively new concept. It is something 
that is spreading by word of mouth as more people do it, their friends 
see the photos, their friends think “wow what a great idea!” then they 
get photos on their next vacation, and so goes the cycle. Here is a 
funny personal example of this:  I had a client find me from a photo on 
a Christmas card that was on the mirror of her hairdresser’s station.  
She didn’t even know the person pictured on the card but asked her 
hairdresser to contact the person it was from to get the name of the 
photographer who took the photo.  She was planning a trip to Maui 
and saw the photo, made an emotional connection and she was sold!  
I am not saying you should not also do wedding photography if that is 
something you love to do.  You can easily have both a successful 
wedding photography business at the same time as having a 
successful destination portrait photography business.  You just have to 
keep them separate, and market them totally differently.  This guide 
will guide you on how to build and market a destination portrait 
business, there are plenty of other books out there that can teach you 
how to market to a wedding client, so I will do here what I do with my 
business.  Focus on the destination portrait photography and keep the 
weddings separate!  
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Action Steps: Section 1 
 
So you know that you live in a potential destination photography 
location and you have already determined that you love photography 
and are ready to either focus your current business on destination 
photography or start a new destination photography business.  
 
Here are the action steps to get going for this chapter if you want to 
create this business for yourself. You must take action to move 
forward.  
 
 
Tools needed:  
 

• DSLR camera- that you are familiar with.   
• A photo editing program- that you are or can get familiar 

with quickly (example: Adobe Lightroom and/or Photoshop).   
   
Action Steps:  
 

1. Get to know your camera if you don’t already. Spend one to 
two hours a day learning new skills with your camera from 
online tutorials and forums, books and magazines using friends, 
family and objects as models.  

2. Set up 4 free photo shoots. This will give you the photos you 
need for your portfolio on your website.  (see Section 1.2.1 for 
more information) 

3. Scout the best locations. Take time to go and find locations that 
will be great for your photo sessions, this should get you 
excited by seeing your shooting locations. Take into account 
the following: amount of visitors in this area, lighting at 
different times of the day, back drops. (See Section 1.2.2)    
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Section 2: 
Your Must Have Equipment List and Bag of Tricks 
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Sect i on 2 :  YOUR MUST HAVE EQUIPMENT LIST AND BAG OF 
TRICKS!  

 
2.1: MUST HAVE EQUIPMENT LIST: CAMERAS AND LENSES 

Chances are, if you bought this guide, you already have a DSLR 
camera and some type of camera equipment.  The type of camera 
you have is not that important, you could write a whole book why 
Nikon is better than Canon or Sony is the next best thing.  
Whatever camera body you love and are comfortable with is fine.  If 
you have not yet purchased a Digital SLR and you need some 
reviews and information on the different brands and models, check 
out Digital Photography Review at: www.dpreview.com.  You can 
get reviews on all the latest camera equipment, even things that 
are not yet on the market. The following guidelines are the 
minimum for what you will need. You can always go above and 
beyond the following guidelines, but in the interest of getting your 
business started for a relatively low cost, this is the bare minimum. 

 
1. Camera Body:  You will need a bare minimum of 10 

megapixels.  People are going to want to make enlargements 
from the amazing pictures you take. Ten megapixels of 
picture quality will ensure that your clients can make great 
quality enlargements all the way up to poster size, of course, 
the more megapixels the better!  Many people, maybe even 
you, think it is all important to have a full frame camera.  For 
portrait work, this is really not necessary; nice to have, but 
not necessary.  The difference between a full frame camera 
and a cropped sensor (APS-C) is the digital sensor on a 
cropped sensor (APS-C) is smaller and therefore crops out 
some of the image.  The typical crop factor is 1.3.  The other 
difference can be $2000- $10,000 in the purchase price!  
Once you have been operating for a while and have made 
some money, it would be wise to buy one additional camera 
body as a back up for two reasons. One: if something should 
go wrong with your main work horse camera you will have an 
extra. Two: it is much more convenient to be able to have a 
different lens on each camera body. This reduces the amount 
of lens swapping you have to do! 

 
2. Lenses 

A lens to a photographer is like a paintbrush to a painter.  
Every photographer has their favorite lens combination and it 
is up to you to determine you photography style and then 
decide which lenses will work best to compliment that. As my 
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business grew, this is what I spent my money on. A great 
lens can really do wonders for your work. For portraits, I have 
four go-to lenses, they cover almost any shooting situation 
you will encounter when doing portraits.  I keep the two I 
think I will need for the shoot on my cameras and have one 
or both of the others in my bag, just in case! Every camera 
system has its own version of these lenses so just look up 
what the closest is for your camera body. 
 

• 16-80 3.5-4.5 Zoom Lens super versatile wide angle 
lens that I use for 99% of my photo shoots. I like this 
lens because I can get a lot of people in the frame 
without standing a mile away and I can also get a lot of 
the beautiful scenery in that my clients traveled so far 
to see! 

• 135mm f1.8 Prime Lens I LOVE this lens, I am a big 
fan of prime lenses, they are sharper than zoom lenses 
and have very consistent quality.  I also love this lens 
because It is super bright with an F1.8, I can use it 
even on the cloudiest day with no flash. It also makes 
the background of my subjects very nicely out of focus 
with a beautiful bokeh.  

• 50 mm f1.4 Prime Lens I use this lens for larger 
groups in low light so I don’t have to stand a half mile 
away with the 135 mm lens. 

• 18-200 3.5-6.3 Zoom Lens, also versatile and nice 
and wide, I usually use it in combination with my 50 
mm prime so I have a bigger zoom range. 

• I don’t currently use but many photographers also love 
their: 

o 70-200 Zoom Lens (great for separating your 
subjects from the background and of course for 
situations when you need a zoom lens. 

o 85 mm Prime lens (great prime lens, usually 
comes with nice wide open aperture and provides 
great separation of your subject from the 
background). 

 
If you had to choose two for family portraits, I would go 
with the 135 mm f 1.8 prime and the 16-80 3.5-4.5  wide 
angle this combination should cover almost ANY shooting 
situation you will come across when photographing 
portraits. 
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Keep in mind that you can rent most cameras, lenses, 
lighting equipment and anything else online or at your 
local camera store to demo. Take advantage of trying out 
equipment before you make a huge purchase; they 
sometimes will even credit your rental cost toward the 
purchase of the item if you actually buy the product.  You 
can also jump on the forums and ask other photographers 
their favorite lenses, everybody has one and a good reason 
for why it is their favorite. 

 
2.2: Lighting Equipment 

The kind of lighting equipment you will need varies depending on 
where you are shooting and the time of day.  Keep in mind, you 
are shooting ON LOCATION so you don’t want to haul around a 
full studio lighting set up! I use natural light whenever possible, 
but because I work on the beach at sunset I also need some 
powerful, compact flash units to light up my subjects against 
very backlit sunset sky.  
 
Here is the list of what I use, you may need to add or subtract 
based on your location.  

• Hot Shoe/Clip on Flash (3) Find the most powerful 
flash unit out there for your camera body.  I have three 
for larger groups.  My camera /flash system allows me 
to fire my flashes wirelessly on a tripod using the on 
camera flash as the master controller and the hot shoe 
flashes as the remotes.  This drastically improves the 
quality of the pictures by getting the lighting off the 
camera and positioned perfectly for my subjects. You 
don’t need three flashes to start with, 2 should be 
sufficient. Some camera bodies do not have a built in 
master flash to fire the wireless hot shoe flash so you 
may need to purchase 3 flash units, one to keep on the 
camera as the master/commander and 2 to have off the 
camera  as the remote/slaves.  Do your research and 
find out what your camera requires. 

• Tripod or lightstand (to hold flash units) (3) I am 
a firm believer in off-camera flash.  It expands your 
lighting creativity and gives pictures that “professional” 
look. Taller the tripod better so you have more control 
over the position of the lights. I get the inexpensive 
aluminum units as they really take a beating on the 
beach. I prefer a tripod to a lightstand to hold my flash 
as I work in windy conditions and they are slightly 
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sturdier. You only need as many tripods as you have 
flashes.  A tripod is also great for those slow shutter 
speed shots that you are incapable of getting without 
one.   

• Large collapsible 5 in1 reflector/diffuser A 
reflector/diffuser is great if you have an assistant with 
you or a stand to direct it for posed shots. Don’t haul 
around the reflector arm and base unless you are in an 
area of very little wind. I prefer, and use, a 5 in 1 unit, 
it has a white diffuser center for blocking harsh direct 
light and a cover with silver and gold reflectors to add a 
bit more light and/or depending on the side, warm up 
the lighting and also works as a great shade. You can 
also reverse the reflector/diffuser cover for a black and 
white side. It folds up small enough to fit into the front 
pocket of my rolling camera bag.  

 
2.3: What’s in Your Bag of Tricks? 
I actually have 2 bags of tricks. Sometimes I bring both bags, 
depending on the size of the group and their needs.  One of these 
bags is on wheels, which is a complete lifesaver. I highly recommend 
you use a rolling bag as your main bag!  
 
Main Camera Bag (exhibit 1) 
 

• Clipboard with storage, what I keep in the clipboard: 
1. Model Release Forms  (see Bonus Section 10) 
2. Business Cards 
3. Backup credit card slips 
4. Pens   

• (2) Extra Lenses  
• (2) Flash Units 
• Wireless Credit Card Processing Unit 
• 5 in 1 reflector 
• Small bag for: 

1. Extra memory cards (4) 2 for each camera 
2. Extra camera batteries  (1) per camera   
3. Extra batteries for flash units (1 )per unit 
4. Lens cleaning solution and paper 
5. Lens caps when not in use 
6. Small brush to get sand off of camera and lenses or dust 

or other debris in non-sandy areas 
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(exhibit 1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Bag of Tricks 
I use this bag for families only. This is what I refer to as “my bag of 
tricks” because it has fun extras that people may not be expecting 
(remember we are creating an experience!).  Families with small 
children really appreciate this. These fun items will vary by your 
location, for Maui I have silk leis, kukui nut leis, and a few small items 
to make the kids smile such as a noise making toy. I try not to break 
out the toys unless it is totally necessary as kids sometimes won’t let 
go of them to take the picture and I would rather see their natural 
interaction with their environment and their family.  Often, my 
regional fun pieces snap the kids out of a sour mood and also work in 
the pictures. I have a photographer friend of mine who has a fart 
machine. As crude as it sounds, he says it works like a charm for the 
2-4 year old boy crowd. I am thinking about getting one myself now! 
It is also a great idea to keep smarties or other small candies in your 
bag, with the parents permission, it sometimes works miracles! 
 
Think about some fun items for your region as it would apply to a 
vacation photography session.  If you are in Alaska, maybe some fake 
moose antlers or Eskimo hats. If you’re at the Alamo in Texas, how 
about some cowboy hats or toy guns. If your shooting in Mexico, 
perhaps a sombrero to add a little extra fun.  
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I offer Santa hats as well but ask that my clients request these at 
booking, this way you don’t have to bring Santa hats to every shoot, 
and you won’t run the risk of offending a family that does not 
celebrate Christmas. Things like Santa hats can really generate 
additional sales, especially when Christmas time comes around. For 
example, people like Santa hats for photo Christmas cards.   
  
I admit, this is a little cheesy, but I am a little on the cheesy/nostalgic 
side myself and freely admit that. Just be creative, do what works for 
you and don’t worry about being too cheesy! If people don’t want 
these items, they will tell you, but most people will jump at the chance 
to throw in a little cheese to help really illustrate where they are and 
bring out their fun side.  I mean, who wants to come to Hawaii and not 
get lei’d? It would be like going to Disneyland and not buying a set of 
mouse ears!  
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  
Sec t i on  2 

 
 
So you have been thinking of what you need for your region specific 
bag of tricks and you know what equipment you need to get started, 
so get those things together.    
 
 
Tools Needed:  
 

• Hot shoe flash- to go with the DSLR camera you have for on 
and off camera lighting.   

• A versatile lens- at least a 16-80mm 3.5-4.5 (all around 
shooting and nice wide angles) or similar as every brand has 
one close to this. You will probably want a 135mm f1.8 lens or 
similar too once you have a few shoots under your belt (super 
clear close up shots). 

• Tall tripod (about 72”)- The tripod is mostly for your off 
camera lighting, but you want the light to shine down not up, 
that is the reason for needing a taller model.  

• Additional goodies- These are laid out in section 2.3 and 
some will be area specific (for example if you live in Mexico you 
may want sombreros as props)     

   
 
 
Action Step:  
 

1. Make sure you have the equipment needed. Get this equipment 
together to be sure you have what you need to be successful. 
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Section 3: 
Building Your Website 
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Sect i on 3 :  BUILDING YOUR WEBSITE 
 

3.1: WHY YOUR WEBSITE IS YOUR MOST VALUABLE ASSET  
 
Most businesses use their website for informational purposes or as an 
extension of their storefront.  For you, your website ‘IS’ your 
storefront.  It is a virtual photography studio that your clients will stroll 
through. It is also a virtual version of you.  If potential clients like 
what they see, you will get their business.  If your store is too 
cluttered and they cannot find what they need, they will leave and go 
to another store. You will win people’s business when you provide 
compelling content, using your most stunning images and offering 
your helpful insight. Your website will prove to them that you are the 
best choice for their destination photography needs! By looking at the 
images on your website, your clients will be able to imagine 
themselves and their loved ones having their pictures taken in those 
same breathtaking locations shown in your photo galleries. The key to 
a booking is to elicit emotion from your viewers. Showing pictures of 
people having fun, embracing, laughing and enjoying them selves in 
the place of their dreams; this touches peoples emotional center and 
creates a connection to your photos.  
 
Once your clients have fallen in love with your work, they will want to 
book you right away.  One of the most impactful features of this 
business model is enabling your clients to book ANYTIME they want!  
Allowing clients to book you online is a big deal.  In fact it is 
probably one of the biggest benefits for both you and your clients that 
this business model offers. If you give them your product offering in 
clear terms, clients will book online with no hesitation. People do not 
want to “be sold” they want to buy, so give them enough information 
so they can.  Your photography studio is open for bookings at the 
client’s convenience, 24/7 anywhere in the world! 
   

Enable clients to buy your product and they will!!!  
 
A special note for photographers who already have a website:  
You may read this section and think “ I already have a website, I don’t 
need this” or “this is way too much work to integrate into my current 
website”.  I urge you to read this entire section then consider creating 
a separate website JUST for destination photography clients.  These 
clients need more information up front in order to book and if you 
don’t design a website just for them, they may not book with you or 
anybody else, thinking it will be to hard to coordinate portraits so far 
from home.  It is your job to show them otherwise with a specialized 
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website, just for them! If you already have a “traditional” website, 
strongly consider a re-design or building a second site to specifically 
target this market segment. The framework provided is specifically 
designed to attract and book destination clients, not clients in your 
immediate area. 
 
3.2 Build it and they will come  
Here is a BIG secret: destination photography is very rarely an 
impulse purchase while on vacation. In my experience, people want to 
feel prepared for having their pictures taken, especially when they are 
paying someone to do it!  They want to have the perfect outfits, have 
chosen the perfect location and don’t want to gamble by paying just 
anybody to take their pictures.  They want to have done their research 
and know they have made the right choice.  This is why it is extremely 
rare for me to get phone calls from people already in Maui.  I would 
say out of the hundreds of shoots I do a year maybe five of them are 
from people already here.  This is why you must get people interested 
in destination portraits before they arrive. Portraits on vacation are 
often something people don’t even know is available.  A great time to 
introduce them to the concept is while they are online researching 
activities and things to do once they get to their destination (more on 
how to do this in Section 7 Marketing and Client Service.)  
 
Almost all of your destination photography clients will find you through 
your website. That is why it is so important to have one that is 
effective at selling your services. I constantly get unsolicited feedback 
from my clients about how easy my website to use, how helpful the 
information is and how great it was to be able reserve their date 
online.  You may or may not have the strongest portfolio out there, 
but what you will have is the most targeted and easy to use website 
for your desired clients. Often times that, not your portfolio will make 
the difference in whether or not they book with you. 
 
Without my website I would not be in business. This section will give 
you the framework for what makes a successful website, one that will 
be easy for your clients to use and one that can save you hours upon 
hours answering phone calls and booking requests. 
 
I have spent countless hours building, improving and changing my 
website based on client feedback. What I found works best for a 
Destination Photography business is based on my hours of research, 
development and trial and error. Taking this information and applying 
it allows you to start out with a website that will generate business for 
you, right out of the gates.   
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While researching how people were spending their vacation dollars, I 
found out was that besides lodging, people spent most of the money 
on entertainment! On Maui this means activities such as whale 
watching, surfing lessons, luaus etc. This got me to thinking, my 
competition is not really with other photographers, it was with the 
local tour companies.  They were getting most of my potential clients 
vacation money and I wanted in! I wanted the people looking for fun 
things to do on Maui to find me and think of me as an activity for their 
family. A way to experience the island and get some amazing 
souvenirs (their portraits) at the same time! I didn’t want to market to 
the small amount of people looking for photographers, I wanted to tap 
into those who didn’t even know I existed! I designed my website to 
have the same features and benefits of the local tour and vacation 
activity companies rather than that of a typical photography website.  
I found this be extraordinarily successful for this business model. 
Entertainment= Fun, people want fun and lasting memories on 
vacation, and that is what destination photography is designed to 
provide!  So show people having fun and potential clients will want to 
join in on that fun. 
 
Whether you build your website yourself (more information and vendor 
recommendations in Section 8 Helpful Vendors/Websites and 
Resources) or have someone else do it for you, there are certain 
things you MUST have for this business model.  Use the framework 
provided in this guide and see it in action on my website 
(www.mauivacationphotography.com). Feel free to borrow wording 
and ideas from my website; that is one of the perks of purchasing this 
guide.  You get to steal shamelessly from me, I gave you permission, 
go for it! 
 
3.3 What to Include in Your Website, Website Framework, 
Sample Pages and Content. 
As stated in the previous paragraph, I modeled my website after the 
marketing and design of the activity companies. Vacationing clients 
are looking for fun things to do and your website should be considered 
a vacation activity by your clients as everyone has money in their 
budget for fun. With this in mind, the theme of your website should be 
FUN! The language you use should be descriptive and the names of 
your packages should be ones that inspire your clients to book now! In 
addition to the detailed information about each page, be sure to 
sprinkle pictures throughout your site. At the top of every page I have 
small pictures, this keeps people looking and also keeps them in the 
vacation mindset. Just remember sometimes less is more to keep your 
message strong, don’t overdo it.  Keep the bulk of your pictures in 
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your photo galleries, to keep from over stimulating your potential 
clients; you just need a little teaser here and there to keep them 
looking! Keeping your site neat and tidy keeps it easy for clients to 
navigate, and gives them a clear message as to the style of 
photography you are offering.  
 

1. Landing Page your landing page is the fist page potential 
clients see when they enter your website. Your landing page 
should be simple and contain one to two ‘Striking images’ as 
well as links to all of the other pages on your website (linking 
all your pages together helps your rankings on search engines 
and helps client navigation). I don’t recommend offering 
weddings as a part of your Vacation Photography site. It is 
completely fine to offer weddings as part of your service, but 
have a completely separate website for this. Having a 
completely different website for each keeps your message for 
destination photography or wedding photography focused on 
either or; mixing them together is just plain confusing and 
dilutes your strong message.  I offer wedding photography 
and to keep my wedding business from distracting the 
destination photography message on my website, my landing 
page has two choices, Destination Portrait Photography or 
Weddings. Once you make a choice on my landing page for 
one or the other, the client will not see another wedding 
picture or destination photography picture depending on the 
path chosen.  Here is what my photography landing page 
looks like at the time of release:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© Good Karma Photography 2009 
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Once my client has decided that they are interested in 
Destination Portraits they click on the image and it takes 
them to my  
 
Vacation Photography Landing Page. 
This page has a few striking images on it and an invitation to 
view more pictures in the photo gallery. Since destination 
photography is a new concept, there is additional information 
about what destination photography is, why they should do it, 
and a couple of my favorite client testimonials.  All of the 
language on this page is focused around THE EXPERIENCE. 
Visit 
http://www.mauivacationphotography.com/MauiVacationPhot
ography.html to see this concept in action, read the language 
and get some ideas of what to include on your landing page. 
 

2. Your Photo Gallery/Portfolio I prefer to use terms that are 
easy for potential clients to understand.  The average person 
would rather look at a Photo Gallery than a more serious 
sounding “Portfolio”. Portfolio sounds like you are applying for 
a job interview. Remember the whole theme of your website 
is FUN and Relaxed, so keep your wording easy breezy for 
ease of understanding!  To see my photo gallery and how I 
have set it up visit: 
http://www.goodkarmaphotography.com/PhotoGallery.html 

 
Separate your Galleries, I have 3 separate areas: Families, 
Couples and Seniors. Because of my location, I get a lot of 
requests for senior portraits (high school seniors not AARP 
seniors). I wavered whether or not I should list it as a part of my 
photo gallery as it wasn’t really a vacation photo. After receiving 
so much demand for senior portraits from clients I decided to 
add it in. Try starting with a senior portrait section, and if you 
don’t get any requests for portraits by the end of the school year 
or in the beginning of the summer, take off the section as not to 
dilute your message.  

 
Everyone’s website is set up differently, but I find that instead of 
having a separate page for each category of photos, I list all the 
pictures on one page then set up anchor links to each section.  
An anchor link is where you can click on a section title and it will 
take you to that area of the page to view the photos, rather than 
taking you to an entirely different page.  The advantage of 
having it all on one page is that once they are done looking at 
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that one section, curiosity takes over and because the pictures 
and information don’t run out, people keep looking and keep 
getting more interested. If you had a separate page for each 
section, once the information runs out they may leave your site 
rather than just easily scrolling down the page. The longer 
potential clients look at your work the more it solidifies their 
decision to hire you.  

 
The images you choose for your photo gallery are VERY 
important.  You want to not only show your best work, but also 
people having FUN!  
  
Important note: Do Not just put up any images to have content. 
It is better to have one stunning image than 10 poor or even 
mediocre images. Quality not quantity is a major factor to your 
success. 
 
For family portrait work, your photo gallery should contain 
images of families having fun both posed and unposed. People 
want to see happy families and romantic couples shots. Choose 
pictures that cause an emotional reaction. If you are wondering 
if the photos you have chosen for your portfolio connect with 
your clients ask your friends and family for feedback on your 
site.  It is helpful to have someone not trained in photography to 
look at the work you have chosen and give you open and honest 
feedback. This is because they will be looking at the overall 
composition and emotion of the photo, rather then picking apart 
the technical details.  After all, this is also how your potential 
clients will be viewing your images. Ask the person you believe 
to give their true opinion of your image selections regardless of 
hurting your feelings. Do not defend your images as they give 
you feedback, only listen and take notes.  I know you have an 
emotional connection to your work; you may have just loved 
your clients’ personality so you love their pictures too. You need 
someone who can view images with an impartial eye. I can’t tell 
you how many times I have had a picture that I just loved for 
one reason or another and wanted to post them to my site. 
When I asked my husband, is this shot “website” worthy, he will 
look at me funny and say, “that lady is squinting” or “that kid 
looks uncomfortable”; pointing out something I didn’t even 
notice, because I was so in love with my own composition and 
lighting!   
 
The type of image that works best to elicit emotion is action 
shots of happy families, people laughing and hugging. You want 
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people to picture their family laughing, hugging and having fun 
in your amazing destination. Of course you should show a range 
in your pictures.  I also include a few, more “posey” shots, for 
those who are looking for a great posed shot to hang above the 
fireplace.   
 
For examples of what I have chosen for my site see 
http://www.mauivacationphotography.com/PhotoGallery.html 

 
A Note About Couples Photography 
During the summer months and the holidays I work with families 
primarily, but during fall and early winter when all the kids are 
back in school, the couples come out!  I get a lot of 
anniversaries, honeymooners and people just wanting great 
pictures of them on the beach.  Marketing to couples is a great 
way to stay busy on the “off season” and couples shoots are lots 
of fun! I really love them because I have the opportunity to try 
out more dramatic and artistic shots and with couples sessions, 
you really have more time to get to know your clients. A good 
selection of images of your clients looking right at the camera 
and smiling is a must, but because you have more time you can 
also feed your artistic side and try out some fun dramatic posing 
and lighting as well.  Most couples want a good selection of both 
posed and artistic images. 

 
3. Locations Page I originally put up a page that showed the 

locations that I liked to work in as an afterthought. To my 
surprise it turned out to be one of my most visited pages on 
my website. It has also turned out to be one of the most 
emulated pages I have.  I now see other photographers all 
over Maui who have listed “locations” pages on their sites!  
People love this page because it not only gives them options 
on where to have their pictures taken, it takes them to your 
destination in their minds.  Seeing where their pictures will be 
taken gets them even more excited about taking time for a 
photo shoot to remember the amazing experience they will 
have with their loved ones! If you are following the steps laid 
out in this guide, you will already have been out to the 
locations you think will be best for shooting in and have taken 
pictures of these locations. Be sure your pictures show your 
locations during the best lighting times of the day, for 
example in Maui, lighting is best early morning and just 
before sunset. Also, try to schedule sessions at times when 
there are the least amount of people, this way you don’t have 
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to remove as many people from the background of your 
pictures digitally.  The images on your locations page should 
look like a postcard that your clients can just walk into.  
 
Organize these pictures by geographical location.  For 
example mine are split up into the to biggest tourist 
destination areas on the island, West Maui and South Maui.  
Chances are 99.9% of my clients will be staying in one of 
these two areas. Families with small children typically don’t 
want to drive more than 30 minutes to the location so it is 
important to let them know that there are locations near their 
hotel. When posting locations be sure to include all the areas 
that tourists would know about so they have a point of 
reference.  On my website, under South Maui I list, Kihei, 
Wailea, Makena as these are the three areas that their hotel 
might be in.  For an example Locations page, visit mine at: 
http://www.mauivacationphotography.com/Locations.html 

 
4. Packages and Pricing Page This is the page that your 

potential clients will go to after they have looked at your 
gallery and decided that they are interested, but of course 
want to know, how much? Your packages and pricing page 
should contain just that, packages and pricing! The page is 
best organized like this: 

 
1. Standard Family Package (see Section 6 for more detailed 
information about packages that sell):   

• Amount of shooting time included 
• Amount of digital Images included 
• Any prints Included 
• Extras such as proofing website, or gift credits 

$ PRICE 
 
2. Premium Package: (list the extras that come with the 
Premium Package) $ PRICE 
 
3. Saver Package: (list what is included) $ PRICE 

 
4. Couples Package (see section 6 for more detailed 
information about packages that sell):   

• Amount of shooting time included 
• Amount of digital Images included 
• Any prints Included 
• Extras such as proofing website, or gift credits 

$PRICE 
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5. Any Other Packages (kids, seniors etc.) 
Again, NO wedding packages, you should have a totally separate 
site for your weddings. 
 
6. Extras, Add On’s & Fine Print 
List items that your clients can add on, such as:  

• Additional prints  
• Additional time 
• Extra locations 
• More images on disc 
• DVD Slideshows 
• Albums 
• Additional Discs 
 

 
   Be sure to include your “fine print” on this page such as: 

• All reservations are to be held with a $50.00 refundable 
deposit. 

• Location of your choice has some restrictions, does not 
include(whatever locations you will charge extra for or not 
go to) 

• All packages include one photographer, all images are 
digital. 

• Packages do not include prints unless noted.  You may 
make your prints anywhere you choose from your disc.  
Professional quality prints are available to order through 
your custom website. 

 
I must stress how important it is to list your pricing in an easy to 
understand, upfront way. Some photographers don’t list prices on 
their website, and have “contact me for pricing”.  This does not 
work for the destination photography business model.  Not only 
does it create more work for you, but it turns potential clients off as 
it is not easy, and it makes them think, it must cost A LOT if you 
won’t even list it on your website. Don’t make your clients guess 
how much it will be, they are online researching things to do and 
they have a budget in mind.  This comes back to the activities 
websites.  Do you think a client would book a snorkel tour if the 
website said “contact us for pricing”? No, they would move on to 
the next company until they found one that did.  Your packages 
should be listed with everything that is included in them.  Don’t try 
to hide fees, pricing should be like their vacation, EASY! 
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5. The BOOK NOW page 
 
I am stating this again because it is so important: 
Allowing clients to book you online is a big deal.  In fact it 
is probably on of the biggest benefits for both you and your 
clients that this business model offers. If you give them your 
product offering in clear terms, clients will book online with no 
hesitation. People do not want to “be sold” they want to buy, so 
give them enough information so they can.  Your photography 
studio is open for bookings at the client’s convenience, 24/7 
anywhere in the world! 
   
Enable clients to buy your product and they will!!!  

 
Having this one page on your website will more than pay you 
back for the money you spent on this guide in time saved alone 
with one booking.  One of my favorite things in the world besides 
my son, husband and pasta is sitting on the beach when that 
little red light blinks on my blackberry to tell me I have a new 
booking.  I just secured a booking while I am drinking a Corona 
getting a tan!  Again, online booking is something I borrowed 
from the activities websites.  Why spend all that money 
marketing your business online, if your clients can’t book right 
then and there.  For all intents and purposes consider yourself 
an activities company and give your clients the same 
convenience of booking their photo session online. The beauty of 
the internet is that it is ALWAYS OPEN! Your clients are up late 
looking for things to do on vacation, maybe they had a few 
glasses of wine and are ready to spend, they come across your 
website and love it and with credit card in hand want to reserve 
their date right away, but wait, it is 1 AM! No worries, just go to 
the BOOK NOW page. Sorry Folgers, the best part of waking up 
is not coffee, it is $1500 worth of photo shoots in your inbox that 
generated while you slept! I have had days where I get 5 or 6 
bookings through my website and never answer one phone call.  
HOW do you do this you ask?  Simple. 
  

1. Create attractive packages with upfront pricing 
2. Give your clients great images to look at 
3. Answer any fears or concerns on your FAQ’s page 
4. Create an EASY online booking form and way to place a 

deposit online. 
5. Keep your online calendar updated at ALL times. 
6. Sit back and watch your bookings flow in!! 
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For every 50 bookings I get, I may get 3 phone calls.  Usually 
these are from people who did not read my Frequently Asked 
Questions Page. Most people read the website, and have 99% of 
their questions answered.  They have enough information that 
they feel comfortable booking and if they have any additional 
questions, they just list them on the booking form. If you 
currently have a “traditional” photography business, think of how 
much time this frees up for you to be editing, shooting or 
playing! I frequently get bookings where I don’t speak to the 
person until I am meeting them at the location. In my company 
history, I have had 2 no shows in hundreds of shoots. Once 
people are invested enough to pay a booking deposit and have 
fallen in love with your work online, they are going to be there to 
get their dream vacation photos taken.  This is not to say that 
you may need to exchange a few e-mails or phone calls once 
they book, advising them on a location or directions. But the 
hard part is done, they have chosen you and now all you have to 
do is be you and show up and do what you do best! 
 
What should be on an effective Booking Form: (see: 
http://www.mauivacationphotography.com/BookNow.html for 
how I set up my booking form) 
 
Name: 
Home Phone: 
Cell Phone: 
E-mail: 
 
Desired Date: You need to have a way for them to select an 
open date.  I use a drop down menu for each month. When they 
click on the month they want, it drops down to show my 
available dates.  Because I book 2 sessions per day, if a Sunset 
session is booked that day, I will put MORNING ONLY next to the 
date.  If a date is booked out, it is removed.  It is VERY 
important to update this page right away after you have 
confirmed the booking. It really stinks to have to call a client and 
tell them that you didn’t remove the date and it got double 
booked! 
 
Session: List the sessions you offer here. Because I work on the 
beach and near the equator there are only really 2 good times a 
day to shoot. The lighting mid day on the beach is just too harsh 
to make quality images. You may be in a location where you can 
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get 3 or even 4 sessions in, or you may only offer one because 
you are still working at another job.  Don’t list exact start times 
as these can change based on the season (the sun sets earlier in 
the winter etc). I let people know that I will provide them with 
an exact start time in their booking confirmation. My two 
sessions to choose from are Morning or Sunset.  If you have 
more, perhaps: Morning, Mid-day, Sunset and Evening. This way 
it gives your client an idea of the time without an exact start 
time.  Giving clients a rough time map helps them when 
choosing a date, as they will most likely have other activities 
they are scheduling around.  
 
Location (if known): I always include (if known) after the 
location question because some people know enough that they 
want to reserve a date, but want you to recommend a location 
for them.  This way it lets your client know it is OK to book and 
reserve a date without knowing the EXACT location.  You can 
always work that out after their date is reserved. 
 
Number of People in Group: This is important so you know 
how much equipment to bring and if you should bring an 
assistant.  For me it is also important because I charge an extra 
per person fee for groups larger than 5 for my family packages 
(more about that in section 6).  
 
Package: This should be a drop down menu with all of your 
available packages listed.  Don’t make them fill in the package 
themselves, they may not remember and then have to go back 
to the packages page.  I list every package I offer and the price, 
so they know exactly what they are committing to. 
 
Notes:  This should be an open text box where clients can leave 
you notes if they wish.  Some people feel more comfortable if 
they can leave you their entire life story (this is for our parents 
50th anniversary, they have never been to Hawaii and we have 
always wanted to have our family pictures taken on the beach) 
some people don’t leave any notes.  This is also where a client 
can ask any additional questions they may have.  
 
How Did You Hear About Us?: This is very important for you 
to see how your marketing dollars are working!  It should be a 
drop down list with every place you advertise as well as an 
“other” option.  For example: 

• Google 
• Yahoo 
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• Maui.net 
• 101 Things to Do 
• Craigslist 
• Referral 
• Other 

This is how I found out that 90% of my bookings came from 
Google and how I decided to invest most of my marketing 
dollars there.  More on marketing strategy in Section 7, 
Marketing and Client Service.  

 
That’s It! Directly after they fill out the booking form, they 
need to be prompted to pay their booking deposit.  
I do not accept forms that are submitted without a deposit. I 
can’t afford to hold a date for a client that is not 100% 
committed to booking with me, I could be missing out on 
bookings from serious clients. I recommend a small amount for 
the booking deposit, I use $50.00.  This sum has worked really 
well for me.  It is enough that people don’t want to lose their 50 
bucks by being a no show or last minute cancellation, but not so 
much that they are uncomfortable with online booking.  You 
have to keep in mind that they have never met you and so they 
may not feel comfortable paying $200 or $300 without talking 
with you on the phone first.  This amount locks them in but 
keeps them comfortable and keeps your phone calls to a 
minimum! 
 
I collect the balance due at the time of their session, this way 
they know they are going to meet you before they fork out the 
big money! I talk more about mobile credit card processing and 
how to best accept credit cards in Section 4, Setting up Your 
Infrastructure. 
 
For the purposes of collecting a booking deposit on your website, 
I recommend using PayPal. Most people are familiar and 
comfortable with it and people like to have the option to use 
their Paypal account or major credit card.  Paypal even allows 
people to use a check for those who don’t like to use credit 
cards.  It is very easy to set up and their client service is great. I 
have had a great experience with Paypal and highly recommend 
them as a vendor.  
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Fine Print: At the end of the booking form I list my fine print, 
this will be different for everybody, but here is what I use: 

• Booking deposit ensures that your date will be held. 
Deposits are 100% refundable if cancellation is at least 2 
weeks before your scheduled session; this allows me to fill 
your previously reserved date. 

• Session times vary by time of year and are chosen for the 
best possible lighting.  AM sessions start as early as 7:00 
AM.  Sunset sessions can be as early as 4:45PM or as late 
as 6:15 PM. 

• By submitting a booking deposit you are committing to a 
photography session with Good Karma Photography. 
Pictures taken by Good Karma Photography are 
copyrighted.  You will be given a print release form to 
make prints from the disc included in your package, but 
the images remain under copyright. 

 
6.  Rave Reviews Page: This is the page where you place all of 
your client testimonials. You can call it anything you want, but I 
liked “Rave Reviews” because it is a very positive message and 
easier to understand than “Testimonials”. By the time you are 
setting up your website, you should have already done some 
free sessions.  Ask the people who you did the free sessions for 
to write something nice for your website.  You will find people 
are more than willing to do this. Not only are they happy that 
they got a free session, they like to feel like they are helping you 
grow your business! If you already have a traditional photo 
studio you can use some of the testimonials from your existing 
business.  If you don’t have any testimonials at all, wait until you 
have at least 2 to put on a page before adding this page to your 
website. If you have none or only one it won’t serve it’s purpose 
of inspiring your clients confidence!  Be sure to have a way for 
clients to add their comments to this page as well.  I just use 
this sentence: “If you would like to comment on your "Good 
Karma Photography" experience, please e-mail me, I would love 
to add your comment to this page.”  I think it is better than 
letting people post directly to the page; you want to be able to 
preview what goes on the page before it is displayed! 
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Here are some of my favorite client comments: 
 
“The pictures look great!  Thank you so much for such an 
enjoyable photo shoot and for helping us preserve the memory 
of a fantastic family trip. You should consider changing the name 
of your business to “Great Karma Photography”. 
Mahalo, 
Adam Amsterdam, New Jersey 

 
“Karma - Thank you so much for taking such great pictures of 
our Maui Family Vacation.  We are really pleased with the way 
the pictures turned out and are glad we will have these to relive 
the memories.  This was our 5 year old daughter's first time to 
Maui - I know she will love looking back on these pictures.  I 
would highly recommend you to anyone visiting Maui who wants 
to have memorable photos that last a lifetime.”  
Thanks Again!  
The Torr Family, Colorado 
 
“We so enjoyed our photo session on the beach, what a beautiful 
"office" you have! We decided to have family photos done as our 
son was deploying soon to Iraq. You caught the personalities of 
our 4 year old twins so perfectly.  We could not asked for better 
family photos and will treasure them always. The photo session 
was definitely a very special part of our trip to Maui, can't wait to 
do it again! Our friends and family love the photos also, I'm sure 
they will book with you when they vacation on Maui.” 
Much Aloha, 
The Sweeney Family, Washington 

 
And there are so many more, all of the comments on my website 
are word for word actual comments from my clients.  It feels so 
good to know that I helped someone not only enjoy their 
vacation, but also helped them remember it for the rest of their 
lives.  
 
7.  About: Use this page to give your clients more information 
about your studio, destination photography and you personally.  
People like to know who they will be working with.  Include a 
picture of yourself; if you have a family include a picture of you 
with your family as well.  Having photos of you makes you seem 
approachable and relatable to all of your clients with families.  
This page should not be more than 2-3 paragraphs long.  People 
won’t read it if it looks like a novel. 
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For an example of what to include visit my site at: 
http://www.mauivacationphotography.com/about.html 

 
8.  Frequently Asked Questions Page (FAQ) This page is 
very important to have.  It serves two major purposes: 

• Answering questions for your clients so they don’t have 
to call or e-mail you.  

• Gives your clients instant answers so they can book 
online with confidence. 

 
I put links to my FAQ page all over my website, I really want 
people to read it and be informed.  The better informed your 
clients are, the more they know what to expect and the happier 
they are. 

 
When you first start your photography business, you won’t know 
exactly what kinds of questions your clients will have.  Start by 
using some of my examples and keep this page updated as you 
get questions from your clients.  I have included all of the 
Questions and Answers that I use on my site right here, these of 
course will be a bit different for your studio as you may offer 
different packages or options but this should give you a good 
start. 
 
Q: Which is better, sunset or mornings? 
A: They are both great, it really depends on the look you want 
for your pictures.  The mornings give a brighter more tropical 
look, the sunsets a more orange light and the opportunity to 
have a Maui sunset in the background. I recommend mornings 
for families with small children.  Kids are usually more focused in 
the morning and have more energy.  It can be tough for kids to 
play in the sun all day, then stay focused for up to an hour and a 
half when they are hungry for dinner! 
 
Q: What is the best location on Maui? 
A: There are many great locations on Maui, start with where you 
are staying first, if you are at one of the many hotels or condos 
that have large tropically landscaped grounds, your best bet is to 
start at your hotel or condo then walk down to the beach, that 
way you get both beach and tropical gardens as your back drop.  
If you do not have large tropical grounds, then look at the 
locations page at beaches near where you are staying.  Tip: 
Kihei is in South Maui and Lahaina is in West Maui.  Once you 
book, I can always recommend my favorite places to use as well. 
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Q: What should we wear? 
A: For sunset sessions, I always recommend khaki and white, it 
looks great in pictures and it doesn't compete with the brightly 
colored surroundings!  Avoid dark colors for sunset sessions as it 
tends to blend into the dark backgrounds at sunset if you don't 
want to do white, solid color pastels also look great.  For 
mornings, I recommend solid colors in any shade, from 
chocolate brown to pastels, it all looks good.  
General Tips: Wear something comfortable that you can move 
around in.  If you are planning on being on the beach, something 
you don't mind getting a little ocean water and sand on is a 
great choice! Avoid loud patterns and prints or large logos, these 
sometimes look strange in pictures (especially stripes) and logos 
will make your pictures look dated quicker as brands and trends 
change quickly. 
 
Q: How many pictures do you take in a session? 
A: There is no limit to the number of pictures we take during 
your session, this usually ends up being between 100-300 
pictures.  The amount of pictures you will get on disc will depend 
upon the package you choose. 
 
Q: How can we pay for our session? 
A: Cash, Travelers checks, all major credit cards either in 
advance or at the time of service. Personal checks are accepted 
if sent at least 1 week in advance of your session. 
 
Q: How soon can we view our custom website? 
A: A link to your website will be sent to you via e-mail within 3-7 
business days of your session.  Turnaround time may be longer 
in peak season (months of March, June, July, November, 
December). 
 
Q: How long does it take to get our disc and how do we get it? 
A: Using your custom website, you will create a folder with the 
pictures you would like on your disc.  When your final selections 
are made, please e-mail me to let me know they are ready.  
Once I have been notified that your selections have been made. 
Your disc will be in the mail within 2 business days.  Discs are 
mailed via USPS first class mail and generally take 3-5 days to 
reach you depending on where you live. 
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Q: Who will be taking our pictures? 
A: Currently Karma Hill, owner of Good Karma Photography is 
the sole photographer and will be the one taking your pictures. 
For larger groups and weddings an assistant may be there to 
take candid pictures as well. 
 
Q: What if it rains? 
A: Luckily this does not happen very often in the locations I 
usually work in. The first option would be to re-locate your shoot 
to an area of the island that is not raining.  If your session gets 
rained out, we can try to re-schedule at no additional charge, if 
your session can not be re-scheduled your booking deposit will 
be refunded. 
 
 
Q: What's the Weather like in Maui right now? 
A: Weather can be very different depending on what part of the 
island you are on! Here is an up to date weather forecast for my 
town of Kahului (where the airport is). Then I put a weather 
gadget on the page below this question. 
 
9. Contact Us Page: This is a must for every website.  It is a 

very simple page and should include:  
• Your e-mail 
• Your Telephone Number 
• An invitation to your clients to contact you with any 

questions of concerns. Such as “If you have questions 
please feel free to contact me! I would love to help you 
plan your Maui vacation portrait session” 

 
10. Blog:  Because this is something that requires at least 
weekly maintenance, it is something you may want to add to 
your site later on, once you have really gotten all the bugs 
worked out of your site.  Use a third party blog hosting site such 
as www,blogspot.com and create a link from your website to 
your blogsite. A blog is great because you can keep it updated 
with new pictures all the time and your clients can get a better 
feel for what you are up to and see what other people’s photo 
sessions look like.  The only downside is actually taking the time 
to keep it updated.  This is something I struggle with, but choose 
to keep the blog as it is a great resource for my clients and it is 
searchable by Google and other search engines, so people may 
find you through your blog.  You can also link your Facebook Fan 
page and Twitter account to your blog so people can keep track 
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of you via their favorite social media outlet.  For an example of 
how this looks, take a look at my blog: 
www.karmahill.blogspot.com 

 
Once you have built your website, you will be ready to start marketing 
your business!  Be sure to get your website built before you quit your 
job, it can take as long as 3 months before the search engines pick it 
up and based on how much you have to spend on advertising, it may 
take a few months before you start to see your bookings coming in. 
Section 7, Marketing and Client Service will provide you with the 
knowledge you need to get your newly designed website in front of 
your potential clients. 
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  
 Sec t i o n 3 

 
Building your website is the most time consuming part of having your 
online business. Remember it is your online storefront and online 
version of you! When it’s all done it will be bringing you clients 24 hrs 
a day, so put your whole self into it. 
 
 
Tools needed:  
 

• Website building software- this may be from the same 
company whom hosts your website or whom you purchased 
your domain from, as they often provide free tools to create 
your site You can see a list of recommended vendors in Section 
8, Helpful vendors/websites and resources.  

• Use Section 3 as a guide- when building your website print 
out section 3 and really use it as a reference to make sure you 
have all the pages you need   

   
 
 
Action Steps:  
 

1. Build your website. Building your website will take quite a few 
hours, but just start. Take it one page at a time then go back 
and revise when your done. Set page by page goals so you are 
always accomplishing a new goal. Don’t say you can’t, say that 
your future is worth you learning this skill now.  

2. Use my site as inspiration. Keep working on your site every 
spare moment you get. Yes, you can do it! Use my site as a 
framework to follow when building your site, it will help keep 
you on track.    
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Section 4: 
Setting up Your Infrastructure 
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Sect ion  4 :  Se tt ing Up Your Bus ine s s In f ras tructu re  (k eep i t  
l ega l )   
 
 If you are very business savvy, good at accounting and understand all 
the ins and outs of getting your business legal in the state in which 
you’re located, you should be able to get your business running 
smoothly from an income and tax perspective on your own.  I 
personally recommend using an accountant as they can lead you 
through the pitfalls of local business law, tax and accounting law and 
can save you lots of headaches and money. My business model is to 
outsource everything so I have more time to make money by shooting 
and editing or spending time with family. An accountant can be worth 
every penny, but a word to the wise, not all accountants are created 
equal.  Be sure to ask other business owners who they use, get some 
recommendations and meet with a couple of accountants before you 
decide who to go with.  I went through 2 accountants before I found 
someone who I really liked and who specializes in small business 
owners like me. Every accountant should offer a free consultation, if 
they don’t move on to the next one! Also the accountant should ask 
quite a few questions about your business, if they aren’t interested in 
your business they’re probably just interested in your money.  
 
If you decide to set up your infrastructure yourself, the following 
section is for informational purposes only and by no stretch of the 
imagination is this accounting advice. You will need to do your 
research to be sure you are doing what is right for your business in 
your state.  The following information should help you find where to 
get that information and give you some basic knowledge of the ways 
in which your small business can be set up. 
 
4.1: Company Structure 
Before you apply for a business license, figure out which business 
structure will be best for you. They all have very different tax liabilities 
so do your homework or get professional help before you choose.  
Here are the most common ways to structure your business: 
 
Sole Proprietorship - A business owned and managed by one 
individual who is personally liable for all business debts and 
obligations. 
Partnership - Two or more people share ownership of a single 
business. 
Corporation - A legal entity owned by shareholders. 
S Corporation - A special type of corporation created through a tax 
election. An eligible domestic corporation can avoid double taxation 
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(once to the shareholders and again to the corporation) by electing to 
be treated as an S corporation. 
Limited Liability Company (LLC) - A relatively new, hybrid-type of 
legal structure that provides the limited liability features of a 
corporation and the tax efficiencies and operational flexibility of a 
partnership 
 
Depending on the type if business set up you choose, you may also 
need to apply for a FEIN (Federal Employee Identification Number).  
You can do this in the IRS website at: 
http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/article/0,,id=102767,00.html 
 
 
4.2: Getting Your Business License 
 
Most states now have an online option which will allow you to apply 
and pay for a business license online.  Obtaining a business license is 
usually not very expensive and varies from state to state but it should 
cost you somewhere between $60 and $200 dollars.  The type of 
licenses you will need vary by state so be sure to check your local 
laws.  
Business.Gov  (http://business.gov) is a GREAT resource, this is the 
U.S. Government’s official business link.  It has all sorts of really great 
information about starting a business and can help you connect with 
your state’s business licensing information. 
 
Visit this link for information about business structures and a link to 
your state’s online business set-up and resource website: 
http://www.business.gov/guides/business-
law/incorporation/index.html 
 
Be sure to do a search for the availability of your desired 
business name before you apply for your business license.  
Often times, the department that regulates business names and the 
department that issues licenses don’t talk to each other until after you 
have submitted your paperwork.  If the business name you have 
chosen is taken it will hold up the paperwork of you getting your 
license.  You may even have to pay to submit new paperwork.  In 
Hawaii, it is not obvious how to search for business name availability. I 
had to really look to find out how I could search to see if anyone had 
the business name I wanted.  In other states, a business name search 
is a part of the business application process.   Just know that you need 
to find out if the name you have chosen is available BEFORE you get 
your license. 
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If the business name you had in mind is taken, do some research and 
find out if that business is still operating.  Sometimes a business may 
have filed to open but never did, or did open then went out of 
business. If that is the case, they still hold the rights to the name.  
You can do 2 things: 

1. Look up the business owner’s information and see if you can 
get them to sign a release to let you use the business name.  
All a release requires is a letter from the person who holds 
the name stating that they are no longer going to use it and 
that they give you permission to use it. 

2. Change the name very slightly, for example: if the name you 
want is Florida Memories and that is taken, try Florida 
Memories Photography. 

 
Once you have determined that your business name is available, go to 
a website where you can search domain name availability, such as 
www.GoDaddy.com or Google apps. Using the example above, if you 
want your business name to be Florida Memories, check to see if 
www.floridamemories.com is available.  If it is not, you can try 
www.floridamemoriesphotography.com.  Before you decide on your 
business name, you want to make sure that both the business name 
and the domain name is available.  If the domain name you want is 
available be sure to reserve it right away, you can do that through the 
company you use to build your website, or on sites such as 
godaddy.com or Google aps  and then transfer the domain hosting if 
you have not yet decided on who should design or host your website. 
Don’t use a .net, .biz, .org etc., because people don’t think of them as 
highly as a standard .com. It’s like buying a nock off brand of any 
product, people perceive it as inferior or less legitimate.  
 
4.3 Other crucial business set up items you might not think of! 
When setting up your business, there are a lot of little things that you 
will need to research and do. Here are some of the items that should 
help you get everything in order! 
 

• Business Phone: You will need a dedicated business phone line.  
I use my cell phone for my business purposes, so I can do 
business wherever I happen to be.  A Blackberry, Iphone or 
similar smart phone is a lifesaver.  I can get all my e-mails and 
respond to them before I get back to my home office, really 
making clients feel that they are dealing with someone very 
proactive. If you decide to use your personal cell phone as your 
business line, be sure to always answer it professionally with 
your studio name, for example: “Aloha, Good Karma 
Photography, this is Karma, how can I help you”? Also, be sure 
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your voice mail is professional and has your studio name on it as 
well. If you are still working for someone else, and don’t want 
them to know you are going out on your own, you may need to 
add another line to your mobile plan and have 2 phones. It is 
important that when a client calls they feel they are contacting a 
professional, someone they can trust to capture their precious 
family memories. In this day and age with everyone having free 
long distance on their cell phone, you really don’t need a toll free 
number.  I have never once been asked by a client if I have a 
toll free number. 

• PO Box If you are not at a permanent address, it is best to use 
a PO box for all of your business mailings.  This way no matter 
how many times your home office might move, your business 
mail will always get to you. 

• Business Credit Card AFTER you have received your business 
license, I recommend applying for a business credit card to use 
for your spending. A business credit card is a great way to track 
all your business only purchases. If you already have your 
camera equipment, this could be all you need to fund your 
business and really get it off the ground.  It is also important to 
keep your personal and business spending separate especially if 
your business is set up as anything other than a sole 
proprietorship. You will use this credit card for online advertising 
costs, and other start up costs so it is important that you get one 
right away. You can always use cash to start your business too. 
If you go the cash route I would recommend writing yourself a 
check and deposit it into your business account and designate on 
the check that it is a loan to the business. The key is keeping 
good track of your spending so you can write off your expenses. 

• Business Banking Account You need a separate business bank 
account as soon as you have all the proper paperwork to open 
one.  Check with your local bank on what they require to set up 
a business account.  It all depends on how your business is set 
up.  If you are a sole proprietor, you will most likely only need 
your social security number, drivers license and business license.  
If set up an LLC or Corporation, your bank will require more 
information and usually an EIN (Employer Identification Number) 
or TIN (Tax Identification Number). You must have a business 
banking account before you can apply to accept credit cards with 
any credit card processor.  

• Apply to Accept Credit Cards when people are on vacation 
they want to use their credit cards or check cards. People don’t 
like to travel with large amounts of cash so it is very important 
to accept credit cards as a service for your clients.  This can 
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sometimes make the difference in whether they book with you or 
not.  Also with this business model, you need to accept credit 
cards for your booking deposits, so it would not make sense to 
only accept credit cards for a booking deposit and not for the 
package balance. It does cost you money, the company you use 
to process your cards takes a small percentage of each sale as 
well as charges statement fees and depending on the company 
you use, other small fees. Accepting credit cards is the most 
convenient way to accept payment for you. Once the card is ran, 
the money less the fees is auto deposited into your bank 
account.  This saves you a trip to the bank to deposit cash or 
checks.  In my business, I find that 98% of my clients use a 
credit card to pay their balance.  I almost never go to the bank 
as I do all my banking online. I use a small wireless unit to 
accept credit cards right on the beach.  This is the best option as 
you can swipe your client’s card.   
 
Swiping your client’s credit card helps you in 3 ways: 

1. If you swipe a card through a wireless terminal you 
know if a card is good right away. If you use a knuckle 
buster (card imprinter), and give your client a paper 
receipt and process the payment later you may find that 
the card won’t process. If the card won’t process you 
will have to track your client down and receive another 
method of payment. 

2. You save roughly half on processing fees when you 
swipe a card rather than keying it in. Since you can 
prove that the card is present there is less risk. Since 
risk is lower your company charges you a lower 
processing rate than if you keyed in the transaction at 
your office. 

3. You don’t store sensitive client credit card numbers.  
When you swipe a card, the copy you keep only has the 
last 4 digits of your clients card. This is good news 
because if your records become compromised by theft 
or loss, the only information on the slip is those last 4 
digits.  If you are recording the card by imprint (knuckle 
buster) or other method, then keying the number in 
later, you have to store your clients full card number, 
expiration date and security code.  If this information is 
stolen or lost, you are liable and can be sued for 
negligence of personal information. 

You have lots of choices for processing credit cards. You will probably 
get loads of direct mail from companies wanting your business.  I 
would recommend asking other business owners who they use, if they 
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are happy with them and if they have good client service, also make 
sure the company can offer you a wireless terminal. 
 
• Fax Number even in the age of e-mail, you will still need a fax 

machine as a small business owner.  Fax machines are very 
inexpensive and can be hooked up to your home phone.  If you are 
like me, we didn’t have a home phone so I got the cheapest phone 
package from my local phone company for the fax machine. You 
can send and receive faxes online using websites like 
www.efax.com and ww.fax.com if you want to go more high tech. 

• Accounting Software or Books You will need a system for 
keeping track of your sales and expenditures.  There are many 
ways to do this.  There are software packages that cater to small 
business and enable you to keep an amazing handle on your 
business.  These are programs such as Quickbooks.  The only 
downside to this type of software is there is a lengthy set up and if 
you don’t have a good bookkeeping background, can be very 
confusing.  I had to hire a “Quickbooks Pro” to help me get set up 
and teach me how to use the software.  I admit, I am a much 
better photographer than I am a bookkeeper! If you want to keep it 
VERY simple, go old school pencil and paper.  You can get 
accounting books that are organized to help you track your sales 
and expenses.  You can get these at any office store, one example 
is the Dome line of accounting books, they are not nearly as 
detailed as the software but they will help you keep the vital 
information you will need to do your taxes or keep your info strait 
for your accountant to prepare your taxes and in the short term can 
save you around $150. 
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  
Sec t i on  4 

 
Setting up your business structure (sole Proprietorship, Partnership, 
Corporation, Partnership) can have a huge impact on the amount of 
tax you pay and protection your business has. Set up your business for 
success by getting a free consultation from a few accountants to see 
what type of entity will be best for you and which accountant you like.     
 
 
Tools needed:  
 

• Accounting software or logbook: Keeping your business 
expenses organized is a must. Go with the logbook if you are 
just starting out or with software if you are familiar with it or 
have an established business  

 
Action Steps:  
 

1. Interview Accountants. Interviewing accountants will help you 
figure out what kind of entity will be most beneficial for you and 
who you want to work with.     

2. Get your business license. Once you have had your consultation 
with the accountant you will be able to apply for a business 
license. Usually if you apply for the information online you can 
print off all the documentation immediately (not available in all 
states), this will allow you to be able to open a bank account 
the same day.   

3. Set up a bank account. Once you have your business license 
you can open a bank account. Make sure the bank you go with 
offers a free account. You will need very few checks, as most 
expenses can be paid for with a debit card. You will mostly be 
getting paid by credit card which will be an electronic transfer 
into your account, which should be free.  

4. Apply to Accept Credit Cards. In the beginning I would 
recommend just using Paypal to process credit cards. Using 
Paypal is quick to set up and you don’t have a long term 
contract. After you start processing a lot of transactions, $2000 
+ per month, you should look into using a credit card 
processing company as they can save you money in fees over 
Paypal.      
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Sect ion  5 :  The  Proce ss :  From Book ing to  Pr in t Sa le s  
 
A destination photography business is different than a traditional 
photography business because it is set up for the convenience of the 
vacationing traveler.  A traditional photo studio is set up to make 
money on the prints and sitting fees.  They may have a lower sitting 
fee to get people in the door, but then charge upwards of $1000 for a 
disc of digital images or $20.00 for a single 5x7 print. Studio 
photographers do this by inviting clients come back to the studio when 
the pictures are ready, and present them with a beautiful slideshow 
set to music, making their clients fall in LOVE with the pictures. Hoping 
they order enough to make the photographer’s mortgage payment for 
the month!  The sitting fee for a traditional photography studio is just 
insurance that they make some money if their clients don’t end up 
ordering very many prints. A destination photography business is set 
up for photographer and client ease.    
 
The destination photography business is set up to be more upfront 
with pricing.  The sitting fee includes a disc of digital images and some 
prints depending on the package. This way the client gets everything 
they really need in the package and then can choose to add on more if 
they wish. Your clients are on vacation; even if they are in town long 
enough to come back to the studio to view their pictures why would 
they want to? This is where the destination photography business 
model comes in.  The hour to hour and a half photography session 
should be the only time they spend on vacation making their family 
portraits.  The picture viewing and ordering will all be done from the 
comfort of their own home on their own time.  You may be thinking, 
you’ll never make enough money if you always include the disc, you 
won’t sell any prints! Quite the contrary, I consistently sell lots of 
prints and make great money on prints because I make the print 
buying process more convenient for clients than making prints 
elsewhere. I had one client order over $2000 worth of books and 
prints from me, even after she had a disc of high resolution digital 
images.  This is great, but in the end, print sales are not how you will 
make your money.  The money you make will be on the sitting fee, 
which should be higher than a traditional sitting fee as it includes 
digital images and sometimes prints. 
 
I outline the entire process from booking to print sales in this section.  
It is important that you follow this structure when setting up your 
destination photography business.  If you currently have a studio you 
may think you already have a perfect process.  It may be, for your 
current business model, but destination photography is different!  I 
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have tried and tested this business model and trust me, it WORKS. 
Just last night I was talking to a couple from Washington State after 
the shoot and they told me the reason they chose me was because my 
package, pricing and ease of booking surpassed that of other 
photographers they contacted. I work far less than I did in my 
corporate job using this business model but make far more money.  
More importantly, I have hundreds and hundreds of satisfied clients 
that now have an amazing reminder of their vacation, and end up as 
return clients and free word of mouth advertising.  
 
 
The Process: From Booking to Print Sales 
 
5.1: Congratulations! You Have a Booking! 
Your website is up and your marketing has kicked in and bookings are 
coming into your inbox every week, GREAT! Now What?! The following 
is the process of communication I use with a client when I receive an 
online booking. This process ensures that your clients have all the 
information they need prior to the shoot in one place in writing. They 
have enough to remember to pack when they leave for their vacation, 
you want to make sure that all they have to do is print out one page 
and put it with the rest of their travel documents.  
 
Here are the steps for confirming a booking: 

1. You get their booking form with all of their vital information. 
(For what should be on a booking form, see Section 3 Building 
Your Website).  

2. As soon as you get the booking form, add their information to 
your master calendar.  

3. Depending on the type of online calendar you use, you may 
need to manually update your online booking calendar to 
remove the date that was just reserved. It is very important 
to do this as soon as possible to avoid double booking.  

4. Send your client an e-mail confirmation letting them know 
that their date is reserved and recapping all information.  This 
is also the time to answer any questions they may have from 
the booking form or get more details from them if you still 
need to solidify a location.  Here is a sample of the e-mail 
confirmation I send.  There is a more generic version of this 
form for you to customize in Bonus Section 10, (Customizable 
Forms).  

 
Aloha Angela, 
Thank you for booking with Good Karma Photography! I have 
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you reserved for a "Family Fun" photography session for 8 
people Monday 10/13/09 morning session starting at 8:00 
AM. You have chosen Napili Bay as your Location.  This is a 
beautiful beach, I am sure you will love it! 
The easiest place to meet is at the entrance to the beach in 
front of the Napili Surf Condos.  There is street parking right 
next to the condos then you just follow the path towards the 
ocean to get to the beach. 

 
Here is a map of where the Napili Surf Condos 
are: http://www.napilisurf.com/maps.html, They are 
Located at: 50 Napili Place Lahaina,  HI 96761 
 
Here are directions to Napili  from Lahaina: 
Take a Left on Hwy 30 (Honoapiilani Hwy)  
Take a Left on Napilihau Street, follow that until it dead ends 
Take a Right on Lower Honoapiilani Hwy 
Watch for the sign for the Naplili Surf Condos, Take a Left on 
Napili Place. 
You can park on Napili Place and walk to the beach from 
there. 
 
IF you get lost or are running late, please call my cell phone 
at 808-xxx-xxxx. 
 
Your balance due at the time of your session will be $xxx.xx 
($xxx.00 + $xx.00 for 3 extra people over 5 - $50.00 booking 
+ $xx.xx tax) You can pay this balance with cash, visa, 
mastercard or traveler's checks at the time of your session. 

Please let me know if you have any other wardrobe or Maui 
specific questions. I look forward to helping you and your 
family capture some great Maui memories!! 

Mahalo,  
Karma Hill 
Good Karma Photography 
 

As you can see, the e-mail gives my client all the information 
they will need to have with them on the morning of the photo 
shoot and invites them to contact you if they have further 
questions. 9 times out of 10 this is the last correspondence I 
have with them until I see them at their photo shoot. If they are 
undecided on their location, I use the following e-mail: 
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             Aloha Angela, 
Thank you for booking with Good Karma Photography! I have 
you reserved for a "Family Fun" photography session for 8 
people Monday 10/13/08 morning session starting at 8:00 
AM.  
I noticed that you are undecided on your location, where are 
you staying?  I can recommend a great spot near your hotel.  

 
Your balance due at the time of your session will be 
$xxx.xx($xxx.00 + $xx.00 for 3 extra people over 5 -
 $50.00 booking + $xx.xx tax) You can pay this with cash, 
visa or MasterCard or traveler's checks. 

Please let me know if you have any other wardrobe or Maui 
specific questions look forward to meeting you and helping 
you and your family capture some great Maui memories!! 

Mahalo,  
Karma Hill 
Good Karma Photography 
CELL: 808-xxx-xxxx 
 

In this case, there will be a few more e-mails discussing 
locations. I always either refer them back to my locations page 
for pictures of my proposed locations or send them one or two 
photos of any alternate locations I might suggest. As they say, a 
picture is worth a thousand words, pictures will help them decide 
much better than any description you could use of a location. 

 
5.2: Keeping and Organizing Your Calendar 
When you are doing 2-3 shoots a day 5-6 days a week during busy 
season, it is vitally important that you keep your calendar not only 
accurate, but have detailed booking information for each session. I 
copy the entire booking form they submit and paste it into my 
calendar. I also put what the client owes me for their shoot, as this 
can change throughout the year.  In the beginning stages of my 
business I made the mistake of not putting what they owed on their 
appointment.  I figured I knew what a family package cost. Three price 
increases later, I was kicking myself!  I didn’t want to try to 
overcharge the people who booked before I changed my prices but 
didn’t want to undercharge those who booked after the price change!   
 
You will need an electronic calendar as most of your bookings will be 
coming in through your website. I use ical from Apple which can sync 
with the iphone or Blackberry allowing me to always have my booking 
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calendar with me.  You can also use Microsoft Outlook, Google 
Calendar or a similar program.  Be sure that whatever you use for 
your master calendar that it can sync with a mobile device; allowing 
you to have all your clients information with you when you arrive at 
your shoot. If you have any special notes such as “Bring Santa Hats” 
or “meet under palm trees instead of in lobby” you can review them at 
your location and be sure you have all the details fresh in your mind.  
 
Having a calendar on your mobile device is also nice because you 
never have to be chained to your desk! You can take bookings 
anywhere, at the mall, out to lunch, at the beach wherever floats your 
boat!   The other benefit of syncing your calendar with your mobile 
device is if something happens to your computer, you always have 
your calendar backed up in your handheld.  I found this out the hard 
way when my computer crashed this summer.  If it had not been for 
my handheld calendar I would have been totally and utterly lost! If 
you use ical, you can also back up your calendar online, giving you a 
third layer of protection. 
 
Besides your master calendar, you also need to keep your online 
booking calendar updated at all times.  The system I use is pretty 
simple as I do all the editing for my website.  As soon as a client 
books, I remove the available date from my dropdown menu.  If you 
decide to hire someone to build your website for you, they may be 
able to make a more automated online booking calendar that removes 
the date automatically as soon as a client books. This would be a great 
tool to have, especially if you need to take some time off without your 
computer. 
 
5.3: The Shoot 
Your client has booked online with you. You have sent them a booking 
confirmation, answered any questions they may have had and input all 
their information into your calendar.  It’s a couple of months later and 
time for their shoot! Here is the process I use for a successful portrait 
session. 

1. Always be at least 10 minutes early to every shoot. This gives 
you a chance to get your equipment together and look 
professional and organized when your client arrives.  When 
you plan to get there early, it also gives you a little cushion if 
there happens to be traffic.  You should have already been to 
the location before you recommend it to a client so you won’t 
need extra time to scout out the best locations for back drops 
and lighting.  However, if this is your first trip to the location 
at that particular time of day, you might want to get there a 
little earlier to see how the light is hitting your favorite spots.  
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2. Always have your cell phone close by so you can hear it if 
your client is lost or running late 

3. Once you have completed a few sessions, you will be able to 
spot your clients from a mile away, even though you have 
never met them before.  They will look a little too very well 
groomed and color coordinated to be just hanging out on 
vacation and will have their kids hands in a death grip, while 
whispering threats or bribes into their ears to behave. They 
are usually a little anxious because they really want their 
pictures to turn out and they have never met you in person.  
Greet them with a warm smile and introduce yourself to every 
member of the group (especially the kids).  The fact that we 
have automated the booking process is awesome for your 
time management and clients booking ability, but you do lose 
the personal interaction you get when you speak on the 
phone or meet in person.  Now that you are meeting them in 
person it is very important to take a few moments to get to 
know them so they will feel comfortable with you. The more 
comfortable they feel with you, them more relaxed they get.  
The more relaxed they get, the better the pictures look! The 
kids may be a little shy at first, but as long as you are gentle 
and not too in their face in the beginning, they will warm up 
to you. You should be friendly and a little more energetic than 
you normally are.  You are now their photographer and tour 
guide for the next hour or so.  Be prepared to answer lots of 
questions (even very personal ones) people are always 
curious about what kind of person will be in close contact with 
their kids.  They are also curious about your lifestyle as they 
have probably dreamed about moving to your location and 
wonder what it takes to do it!  I have gotten questions like 
“so what is your other job” (people can’t believe that you 
could have such a fun job as your “REAL” career) What does 
your husband do? How many kids do you have? How many 
shoots do you have this month? Even, how much is your 
rent/mortgage?  Don’t get offended, people just can’t believe 
that someone could live in such an amazing place and have 
such an amazing job, they feel the need to investigate and 
see where the catch is.  The most lovely thing about this 
business is, THERE IS NO CATCH! It is just as amazing and 
wonderful as it seems! 

4. Give your clients a brief overview of the location, and how the 
shoot will proceed.  Mine usually sounds something like this: 

“ This is one of my favorite spots for family portraits, you 
made a really good choice with this beach! Right now the 
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lighting is very bright and backlit over the ocean, so we 
are going to start in that green wooded area over there 
where the light is a little better, then work our way down 
to the beach and then as the sun gets lower in the sky, we 
will get some amazing sunset shots for you.  To the left of 
this beach there are some lava rock formations that make 
for a nice backdrop and to the right there are some palm 
trees that I like to have in pictures as well. I like to start 
with more posed pictures and then get a few candids and 
action shots throughout the shoot or when the kids won’t 
sit still anymore! Before we get started are there any 
specific shots or poses that you may have in mind or saw 
on my website that you want to make sure I get?”   
 

This lets the client know that you have been to this location 
before and you know what you are doing, it also gives them a 
chance to let you know what their expectations are.  They 
might say, “we are in your capable hands, you just tell us 
what to do” or they may give you a printed list of poses and 
combinations organized by family members first names.  Most 
clients are somewhere in between, they may have one or two 
poses in mind or have a preference for sitting vs. standing 
poses, the key is to learn what they expect and deliver.  
Some people are too shy to tell you straight out what they 
want, or they may feel like they are stepping on your creative 
toes by making requests or recommendations. Giving them 
the opportunity for input in the beginning of the session not 
only helps you meet their expectations, but lets them know 
that you are open to their suggestions. When your client gets 
what they want, it ensures they will be a happy client.  

 
5. Do your magic and have fun at their shoot!  
6. Before you turn the camera off and pack up the tri pods, let 

them know that you have come to the end of the shoot and 
ask them if there are any other poses or group combinations 
that they did not get that they were hoping to.  This gives you 
one more chance to make sure that they are happy.  It also 
gives them one last chance for input. You don’t want calls 
from clients when they are back home saying “the pictures 
are great but we were really hoping for pictures of Grandpa 
sitting in the sand by himself” what can you really do at that 
point? A re-shoot is not an option and giving them free prints 
won’t give them that shot back all the way in Maui.   
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7. Collect payment and give them more information about the 

next steps in the process.  Here is what I usually say: 
“ Your pictures will be available for viewing online in about 
a week.  As soon as your pictures are ready, you will get 
two e-mails.  One from me and one from Pictage my online 
proofing company.  The one from Pictage will have the link 
to the pictures and directions on how to share them with 
friends. The one from me will have all the information you 
will need to know on choosing your favorite pictures for 
your disc as well as getting your prints.  If after you have 
received these e-mails, you have any questions or 
concerns, here is my card, please feel free to call or e-mail 
me” 
 

After this I usually ask them if there are any other questions 
they have about the process or the island in general.  I love 
giving people good recommendations for things to do and places 
to eat.  They really listen to you and appreciate your advice! It 
just goes along with creating a whole experience. I get many e-
mails thanking me not only for the pictures but also for the great 
dinner recommendation, turns out it was their favorite place to 
eat the whole time they were here!  That adds value to your 
experience and makes them even more likely to recommend you 
with enthusiasm to their friends or family who are visiting your 
location in the future.  
 
That’s It! You just made some great memories, now it’s time to 
get them edited and posted. 

 
5.4: Editing and Post Production 
The way this business model is set up, we edit the best pictures from 
the session (usually between 75-100 images) and post them so a site 
for our clients to choose the images they want on disc.  I include basic 
editing for all images on the website such as: cropping, color 
correction, removing people or things from the background, adjusting 
exposure and removal of obvious blemishes such as bruises, scars or 
large acne.  I also offer more extended editing (removal of wrinkles, 
smoothing skin, making people slimmer) for 1-3 images that my 
clients would like to use for enlargements.  The whole process of 
editing from uploading the images from my memory cards to posting 
the images online takes about 4 hours per session.  Here is the 
process I use once I return to my home office with a memory card full 
of pictures: 
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1. As soon as I get back to my office I immediately upload the 
images from my memory cards on to my external hard drives. 
I upload each session to 2 hard drives as a back up, just in 
case something were to happen to one of them. I use Adobe 
Lightroom to import and organize my pictures as well as for 
basic editing. I really love this program as it makes it 
extremely easy to keep my images organized. Lightroom also 
provides seamless exporting of images to Photoshop for more 
extended editing if needed. For most images Lightroom has 
all of the editing tools needed built right into the program, so 
I don’t have to use Photoshop unless I need to get more in 
depth.  For more information on Lightroom see Section 8, 
Helpful Vendors/Websites and Resources. Whatever program 
you use, it should have the ability to add keywords to the 
photos you import, import RAW images and have a system 
for rating your pictures.  Lightroom does so much more than 
that, but those are the basic functions that will save your 
sanity later. 

2. Based on your work schedule you will be editing either the 
pictures you just took or the pictures from another shoot 
earlier in the week, either way, it is now time to edit! I use 
Lightroom for 90% of my editing and export any pictures that 
need a little more editing love into Photoshop.  

 
The first step I take in editing is to rate my photos, I will 
scroll through the photos from the session and mark the ones 
I want to edit with a 5. My theory is, I don’t want to give my 
clients anything less than a 5, and if I want to pull out the 
most spectacular shots from my catalog for website updates, 
all I have to do is sort my pictures by rating and look at all 
my 5 shots. I then sort the catalog so all I see is 5 rated 
pictures and edit only those. I leave all the other unrated 
pictures on the hard drive, just in case I need to go back to 
them.  Only delete your unused photos once the client has 
received their disc.  This means they are happy with their 
selection and won’t be asking you to go back to your archives 
and find one more picture of the kids together on that rock, 
or you may need to transplant a smiling face from one picture 
onto another picture to make a 5 picture to please a client (I 
only do this on one or two pictures if the kids would not 
cooperate and they didn’t get a family shot with everyone 
smiling).  
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3. Everybody has their own editing style so I won’t get too 
technical with what I do to edit my pictures. I do recommend 
that you include the following things for all sessions: 
• Straighten and crop 
• White Balance adjustment if needed 
• Removal of obnoxious people or items from the 

background (no your clients really don’t want the 
overweight man in the speedo in their family portrait 
background) 

• Removal of obvious skin blemishes such as large bruises, 
scars, scabs, large acne and the occasional temporary 
tattoo on the little ones! 

• Color versions of all images and then a good assortment of 
other creative finishes such as black and white, sepia, 
antique etc.   

4. Once you have finished editing the best pictures from your 
session, it is now time to get them uploaded to the web so 
your clients can view and re-live their wonderful vacation 
memories! 

 
5.5: Client Proofing 
Once you have finished editing your pictures you will need to have a 
way to let your clients view their pictures, order prints and choose the 
images they want on disc. The destination photography business 
model requires that you use an online proofing system for your clients. 
Online proofing is important because: 

• Your clients will most likely be back home by the time you have 
their pictures edited. Don’t try and rush to get their pictures out 
before they leave, editing is part of your art, take the time you 
need. 

• Many times, your clients will be large families that live in 
different parts of the country but are vacationing together.  
Online proofing allows all members of the group to proof the 
photos at the same time no matter where they live. 

• Online proofing allows your clients to proof their photos on their 
own time. Online proofing is very important as there may be a 
major time difference between your location and your clients’ 
home. Often it takes a few weeks for your clients to be caught 
up on life’s many tasks when they return home from vacation 
and make time to sit down and go over their photos. 

• Online proofing is available 24 hours a day, generating print 
sales for you, even when you are sleeping! 
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There are many companies you can use for online proofing they 
generally fall into 2 categories: 

• Full Service: This means that the company will not only provide 
a proofing website for your clients that is shopping cart enabled, 
but also print and fulfill orders that your clients place through 
their website.  
Benefits:  

1. You save time on fulfilling client orders for prints as well as 
high res discs.  

2. The company will market to your clients for you, they send 
them reminder e-mails and notices about special 
promotions on prints. 

3. The client can call the client service number of the 
company fulfilling their prints and talk directly with them 
for order issues or questions, saving you time. 

Drawbacks:  
1. This option is more expensive as you typically pay a 

monthly fee as well as a commission on all orders that 
are placed through the clients proofing website. 

2. You don’t have ultimate control of the order process, if 
there are mistakes the client will probably call you first 
and then you can either direct them to the company or 
call the company yourself. 

 
I choose to use the full service option because I get so busy that I 
need the help! I simply can not handle client orders and disc 
production on my own during the busy months.  Using a full service 
company such as Pictage allows me to take on the amount of 
business I do without hiring another photographer or editor. 

 
• Proofing Only: This means that you are able to upload and set 

a shopping cart for all pictures, but any client orders that come 
in you must fulfill.  
Benefits:   

1. You can use whatever vendor you want to fulfill your 
clients print orders 

2. You have creative control over what their discs look like 
with Studio branding. 

3. Much less expensive than the full service option. 
 

Drawbacks: 
1. You do the ordering, and depending on the vendor you 

use for your printing, possibly ship all prints yourself. 
2. You have to produce all the high res discs and ship 

them to your clients yourself. 
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3. You are in charge of your own print marketing, you will 
need to send your clients reminder e-mails about 
ordering prints or special deals or promotions on 
products. 

For more information on the specific companies that offer these 
services see Section 8, Helpful Vendors/Websites and Resources. The 
3 main things that you need in an online proofing website are: 

1. The ability to upload all of the pictures from your clients 
session to a secure custom website. 

2. Allow your clients to place print orders directly through their 
website  

3. The website should have the ability to let clients choose 
images from their website for their high resolution disc.  This 
can be as simple as having you client make a folder of their 
favorite digital negatives you can make their disc from.  

 
Once I have uploaded the images to the proofing site, I send my 
clients the following e-mail to ensure they have all the details of how 
the process works from this point: 
 

Aloha Angela, 
 
Your pictures are now ready to view, you will receive an e-mail 
from Pictage with a link to your custom website shortly. 
 
Once you have viewed all of your pictures, please choose the 75 
that you would like to have sent to you on a high resolution 
disc.  To do this, just click the star next to the photos that you 
would like, this adds the photo to your favorites folder. 
 
When you have chosen your 75 favorites, please send me 
an e-mail to let me know your selections are ready, I will 
then order your disc. 
 
Your package also includes a 16x20 print, you can either 
choose this at the same time as you choose your 75 
images for the disc, or wait until you have received your 
disc so you can look at the pictures in better resolution. If 
you want to choose it at the same time as the pictures for 
your disc, please let me know the image number that you 
would like to have made into a 16x20 print when you let 
me know your disc selections are ready.   
 
If you find it hard choosing 75, you can add additional pictures 
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to your disc for $2.50 each.  If this is something you would like 
to do, just choose as many pictures as you want in your 
favorites folder. When you let me know you have made your 
selections I will send you an invoice through Paypal where you 
can pay for the extra pictures, or I can just charge the card you 
paid with. You can also order additional discs of 75 images for 
$75.00 each, these can be shipped anywhere you want. 
 
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions, or 
call 1-877-PICTAGE for technical support on the website. 
 
I want to thank you again for choosing Good Karma Photography 
for your Maui vacation portraits, it was great meeting you!! 
 
Mahalo, 
 
Karma Hill 
Good Karma Photography 
 

Your e-mail will vary based on the vendor you use for your proofing 
site, but this should give you a good idea of the kind of information 
that should be included in the client e-mail when the images are ready 
to view. 
       
5.6: Image Distribution - Digital Files 
All destination photography portrait packages should include a disc of 
digital files.  It is up to you as to how many you want to offer in any 
package but I recommend a MINIMUM of 25 digital images on any 
package.  I offer a variety of packages with various image options with 
each portrait package.  As discussed above, your clients should be able 
to choose the digital files they want using their website.  Once the 
clients images are chosen, you can either make their disc and ship it to 
them, or if you are using a full service proofing company, just place 
the order and have them send it directly to the client. If you make the 
disc yourself, be sure to put some sort of label on it with your studio 
logo and put it in a jewel case to avoid breakage during shipping.  You 
can buy nice disc labels and jewel cases at any office supply store, and 
even buy a printer that can print a label directly on the disc, which is 
the best option.  When you ship the disc, be sure to use a bubble 
envelope.  You can buy small square envelopes with bubble on the 
insides designed especially for discs. Also be sure to use a printed 
address and return label rather than hand addressing, it looks much 
more professional. 
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5.7: Image Distribution - Prints 
Based on your package, you may or may not have prints included, you 
can either ask your client to order them through the proofing website 
(this is best if you are using a proofing only company and managing 
your own ordering) or have them order them through you via e-mail 
(this is best if you are using a full service company as you won’t have 
to pay the commission on the order).  I place the order myself through 
my full service company (Pictage) and they produce and ship them to 
my clients.  I do this as it only takes about 5 minutes to place the 
order and then the rest is taken care of.  The online ordering function 
on their proofing website is best for additional prints not included in 
the package as well as other extras like canvas prints, greeting cards 
or albums.   
 
If you choose to manage the print ordering process yourself, your best 
bet is to find a vendor that will drop ship the prints to your client 
rather than having them sent to you first and then having to ship them 
out yourself.  This way when a print order comes into your inbox 
through the proofing site, all you have to do is upload and order the 
prints from your vendor. This will save you countless hours and trips to 
the post office and additional postage fees! Just be sure to place a few 
sample orders first so you are comfortable with their quality and how 
the prints arrive packaged.   
 
Once I have shipped the client their disc, I send them the following e-
mail to confirm that I have placed the order and also include a Print 
Release Form so they are able to make prints from the disc.  For an 
example Print Release form see Bonus Section 10,  Customizable 
Forms.  
 

Aloha Angela, 
I received your e-mail letting me know your favorites folder is 
ready for me to make a disc from, I ordered your disc for you 
today and it will be to you in about a week. It is mailed USPS 
first class and comes in a small white envelope with Pictage as 
the return address, it says "your cd order is enclosed" on the 
front. 
 
I have attached a Print Release form (PDF) to this e-mail, which 
some printers may ask for when making prints from the disc. 
Make sure you bring this print release with you if you make 
prints directly from the disc in a store.  
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Your 16x20 print is also ordered and will be to you in a separate 
package in about a week.  It is also shipped directly from 
Pictage. If you are looking for something special, I also offer 
museum quality canvas prints. If this is something you are 
interested in, just let me know and I can get you more 
information and pricing. I have attached an example of what one 
looks like so you can see the quality.  
 
Please let me know if I can be of help to you in any other way. I 
hope to work with you in the future when you return to Maui! 
 
Mahalo, 
Karma Hill 
Good Karma Photography 

 
 
This leads us to the last step in this process, add on’s and extras.  
 
5.8: Add On’s and Extras 
You have a valuable resource that can make you lots of extra money: 
your clients contact information and fantastic pictures of your clients! 
Your clients chose a package before they knew how wonderful their 
pictures would look, so once they have had a chance to view them, 
they may want to add more products outside of what their package 
included.  The only way you will know this, is if you offer it! I start this 
process in the e-mail that I send them once their disc is ordered that 
you can see above.  I plant the seed about canvas prints, which are a 
popular add on for family portraits.  
 
If you are using a full service proofing site, they will do a lot of the 
post-shoot marketing for you.  The company I use offers promotions 
on greeting cards, albums, additional prints and DVD slideshows. They 
also send my clients e-mails reminding them of these great products. 
If you choose to do the ordering and product marketing yourself here 
are a few tips to increase these incremental sales. 
 

1. About a week after you have ordered them their disc and 
prints, send them an e-mail with a “special” on one or two 
products. It could sound something like this: 

 
Aloha Angela, 
I hope you have received your disc and are having fun 
remembering and re-living your Maui vacation through your 
pictures!  
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I just wanted you to know that I am currently running a 
promotion on Museum Quality Canvas Prints and Albums!  
This promotion is good on orders placed before January 31st. 
 
I am currently offering 10% off and FREE SHIPPING on my 
Museum Quality Canvas Prints! These make fantastic gifts as 
well as a beautiful reminder of your family vacation that is 
ready to hang on your wall out of the box. 
 
I also offer custom designed coffee table books using the best 
50 pictures from your session. I am offering free shipping 
on the albums as well as buy one get one 50% off.  These 
make great gifts, especially for grandparents! 
 
I have attached pictures of both of these products so you can 
see how great they look!  Please let me know if I can help you 
with ordering or answer any additional questions! 
 
Mahalo, 
Karma Hill 
Good Karma Photography 
 

Send this e-mail to EVERY client and give them about 3 weeks from 
the time you send the e-mail to the time the promotion ends.  You can 
choose whatever products you want, just make sure you have a good 
profit margin on whatever it is that you are promoting. 

 
2. During the holidays, offer custom designed holiday cards 

using their favorite picture from their session.  Find a vendor 
that serves photography professionals using unique templates 
that all you have to do is drop in the picture. Then be sure 
they will drop ship the cards to your clients!   

 
Send 2 e-mails to your clients, one in early November and one in early 
December as a reminder.  The e-mail should sound something like 
this: 

 
Aloha Good Karma Photography Clients! 
 
Well it has been a great year and I had so much fun 
working with you all!  
 
I am writing to let you know I am offering beautifully 
designed holiday cards using your vacation portraits.  All 
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you need to do is send me your favorite picture and what 
you would like them to say and I will customize a card just 
for you! 
 
Here are examples of cards I offer: (INSERT PICTURES be 
sure each picture is labeled with a number or name so 
your clients can let you know which one they want) 
 
The pricing is $x.xx for 12 cards and envelopes, $x.xx for 
24 cards and envelopes, $x.xx for 50 and $x.xx for 100. 
 
If you would like to take the stress and hassle out of 
ordering your holiday cards, let me do it for you!  Let me 
know the card style you have chosen, the image you would 
like and what you would like it to say.  After your card is 
done I will send you a free proof. If you like the proof, I 
will then place your order to be delivered to you within 1 
week. 
 
I hope you have a wonderful holiday season, thanks again 
for making this such a great year for Good Karma 
Photography! 
 
Best, 
Karma Hill 
Good Karma Photography 
 

The second e-mail should be the same except worded as a reminder 
from the first. 
 
You should offer extra items on your clients proofing website that were 
not included in the package, my favorites are: 
 

• Specialty Prints (metallic paper, unique sizes) 
• DVD slideshows set to music  
• Greeting Cards 
• Canvas Prints 
• Coffee Table Books 
• Extra High Resolution Discs 

 
If you market yourself right you will find that the income does not stop 
with the sitting fee, you can continue to make money off extras all 
year long! 
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  

 Sec t i o n 5 
 
Now it’s time to take action. I have laid out the process I take with 
each client from start to finish in this section. Adapt my process to 
your style and run with it. Use this process when doing a free photo 
shoot so you are familiar with it and can be on your ‘A’ game for 
paying clients    
 
Tools needed:  
 

• Proofing Company: Make sure you have a proofing company 
picked out so you don’t have to set it up later.    

• Electronic Calendar: Ensure you have access to a calendar 
that you can access from any computer or your mobile device 
such as google calendar, ical or outlook. 

• Editing Software: Get familiar with the editing software you 
will be using to process your images. 

 
 
Action Steps:  
 
This section is primarily so you have a roadmap of how the process 
works from start to finish; use this map as a guide for success. Now 
you know how to do the steps, just take them. “Jump and the net will 
appear”! 
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Section 6: 
Pricing Yourself Right and Creating Packages that Sell! 
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Sect ion  6 :  Pr ic ing Yours e l f  R ight and Creat ing Package s  that  
Se l l !  
 
6.1: Pricing Strategy 
 
“When offering your services or negotiating your fee or contract, 
attribute proper value to the experience that has seasoned you.  
Knowledge is power and experience builds knowledge. 
 
How long does success take? As long as it takes for you to reach into 
yourself.  Respect yourself and charge in proportion to the wealth of 
your wisdom, and you will honor yourself, your work and your clients.” 
-Alan Cohen, from Relax Into Wealth 

 
When deciding how much to charge I recommend you charge based on 
your skill or experience.  If you’ve never had your own photography 
business before, you’ll be learning a lot in your first couple of years 
and will most likely make some mistakes.  Your skill as a photographer 
still has lots of room to grow, if you charge your clients based on this, 
your clients will forgive any small mistakes because they feel as if they 
are getting a good value.  If you are someone who has been in the 
portrait and wedding photography industry for 5 years or more, you 
will want to charge more as your clients are getting a more refined 
product.  
 
Although I had been in the world of business for years and done 
photography for fun, friends, and family, I had never owned a 
photography business before. When I started my photography 
business I made sure to leave my package pricing with lots of room to 
grow. 
 
For the first 3 months I was in business I charged $150.00 for a family 
package and $100.00 for a couples package.  When I started to get 
feedback from my clients that they thought I was under priced, I 
decided to raise my family package to $175.00 and my couples 
package to $150.00.  After about 4 months, I again started to get 
feedback from my clients that they thought I was charging too little, 
so again, I raised my prices!  This time I thought I was going BIG 
TIME!  I raised my family package to $250.00 and my couples package 
to $175.00.  When I continued to stay very busy at $250.00 I decided, 
maybe I didn’t go BIG enough!  Why not raise it to $350.00 and see 
what happens! There was absolutely no slow down in business. I kept 
my pricing at $350.00 for a few more months and still clients gave me 
great comments and some even said it was the best money they spent 
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on their entire vacation. At that point I began to be so booked that I 
had to turn people away, so I decided to take a leap of faith and raise 
my basic family package to $599.00 and my couples package to 
$349.00.  Within 2 years I had gone from $175.00 to $599.00 per 
family package and $100.00 to $349.00 for a couples package.  My 
current pricing has made my bookings slow down a bit, but because of 
the price difference, I am working less and making more, my goal 
from the beginning! I am very happy with my current pricing and 
workload and once my bookings increase to more than I want, I will 
raise my prices again!  
 
Pricing will also depend on your location.  When a family is paying 
$400.00 a night for a hotel room in Maui, $599.00 for a portrait 
session sounds reasonable.  If they are paying $40.00 a night and in a 
budget area, $250.00 may seem more reasonable.  People will see the 
cost of your session as a part of their vacation budget, not just as the 
cost of a family portrait.  
 
Keep this in mind, you can do 2 things with your pricing: 
 

1. Price yourself low and do more sessions, this is great for those 
just starting as it builds your experience and portfolio. 

2. Price yourself at the high end of the spectrum and do fewer 
sessions. 

 
For most people option 2 sounds better; who would not want to make 
more and work less!?  Just remember, you will most likely not be there 
right away, but it is possible and recommended. 
 
Many Photographers will look at what others are charging to try to 
determine their pricing.  While this might be helpful to determine a 
starting point for your area, keep in mind, it is just that, a starting 
point.  You can go anywhere you want with your pricing as long as 
clients are still buying! Don’t look to your competition to determine 
your pricing.  Look to yourself, your skill level, how much you want to 
make and how much you want to work! 
 
I have the opinion that I have no competition, no matter how many 
other photographers are marketing themselves to tourists in my area.  
I have a business that is solely focused on visitors to the island. I offer 
unique fresh images and packages that people want to buy.  I have 
had other photographers in my area copy my packages exactly (it 
literally looks like they copy and pasted my packages into their 
website!), but it doesn’t bother me at all because no one can create 
the experience I can.  Always remember that no one can do what you 
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can do, no matter how much they copy you. Use this guide to set your 
business infrastructure and then figure out what defines you as a 
photographer! No one can copy that!   
 
6.2: Packages That Sell! 
One of the things that defines this business model is the packages you 
offer. We cater to what people on vacation and want and get away 
from the traditional idea of a family portrait package.  I see so many 
photographers in my area who spend good money to market to visitors 
but then offer the same old packages that they always do.  I can tell 
you from my experience that these photographers don’t do half the 
business I do when it comes to people on vacation.  I routinely turn 
people away during our busy season because I am completely booked 
out.  I have people beg me to squeeze them in because they simply 
can not find anybody else who offers packages they want, with the 
quality to match.  
 
When it comes to Destination Photography, the MAIN thing people 
want is a disc of high-resolution images included in the package.  This 
is because they see their family portrait session as not only a portrait 
session but a part of their vacation photos in general.  They want to 
make scrapbooks, send pictures to their friends, put them in their 
digital picture frames, post them on their Facebook accounts, make e-
albums and calendars and greeting cards.  Getting 10 or 15 images 
printed simply does not appeal to them. People don’t just want printed 
images in this day and age. People have so many fun ways of using 
their digital images.  Printed images as a sole photography offering are 
becoming less and less popular, because it is not just something to 
hang over your mantle anymore. Think of your photos like a new 
Ferarri do you want to leave it sit in the driveway or do you want to 
show it off all over town!? 
 
I have many people write me after their session and tell me how glad 
they are they did the session because they didn’t get enough pictures 
on their own, or they lost their camera or their memory card 
malfunctioned.  
The fact that they have 75 pictures on a disc from me, makes all this 
OK.  In fact I just got and e-mail today from a client about this, here is 
what she said: 
 
“I am bummed.  I was going through all 2,000 photos my family and I 
took in Hawaii.  I am going to be putting together albums and a video 
for them as a surprise for Christmas.  Well, don't ask me how or why, 
but some of the photos I and my dad took with 3 different cameras 
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aren't big enough to print- they are the smallest size photos.  I have 
no idea how that happened.  I am usually so careful about that, I am 
so upset.  Thank GOD we have your photos.  Those at least will look 
great in the Apple books I am putting together” 
 
This client comment is just one example of many I have received over 
the years.  It not only showcases that people see the pictures not only 
as family portraits, but an important part of documenting their 
vacation. 
 
Some photographers just can’t bring themselves to give their images 
on a disc.  They are stuck in the traditional portrait studio model and 
think that they make all their money from print sales.  They are afraid 
of where their photos may end up, if people are posting them online or 
printing through low quality vendors. These are the people who really 
should stick to a traditional photography studio business model.  The 
vacation photography business model embraces giving people their 
images on disc!  It is an integral part of what we do and what our 
clients want. Think of how much free advertising you get having your 
photos all over Facebook profiles, calendars, Christmas cards etc.  
 
I really don’t worry about what people do with their pictures, as far as 
I am concerned, the more they share them, the more free advertising 
I get! I have never had a client use an image in a way which I thought 
was inappropriate. I specify in my print release that the pictures on 
disc are to be used for personal use only, if they want to use the 
pictures for advertising their family business or vacation rental a 
separate fee is charged and I get approval over what they are using it 
for. 
 
That being said, here are the packages I recommend you offer, 
they have worked very well for me and I have spent years refining 
them based on client feedback.   
 

The Basic Family Package for up to 5 people (I call mine the 
“Family Fun Package”):  
 
Includes: 
 
    * Portraits of you and your family enjoying 1 location. (one 
location is anything within walking distance from one central 
location, so it may include hotel grounds as well as a beach that 
you can walk to) Both candid and posed pictures will be taken, 
unlimited poses and combinations of people are also included 
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(some locations incur a separate travel fee, because of 
distance). 
 
    * Custom Website with all the images from your portrait 
session you can share with friends and family.  (Professional 
quality prints, albums, greeting cards and other specialty 
products using your photos can be ordered from the website. 
You are not required to order any prints as a part of the 
package, this is just for your convenience.) 
 
    * 75 edited high resolution images on disc.  You choose your 
favorite 75 images from your photo session using your custom 
website and the disc gets shipped to you.  You can make quality 
prints from this disk with any vendor you choose.  It is like 
having your digital negatives. 
  * you can add additional images to your disc for $2.50 each. 
 
    * 1-16x20 large format print, ready for framing 
OR 
    * (1) 8x10, (1) 5x7 (3) 4x6 and (1) 4 pack of wallets 
 
    * Up to 1.5 hours (depending on lighting conditions).  
 
*Additional $35.00 per person (including kids) over 5 people. 
*For groups 10 and larger, this package includes 2 discs of 75 
images each or one disc of 150 images. 
 
Family Fun Package, Option 2 
Package includes everything listed above EXCEPT the 16 x20 
Print is printed on museum quality canvas. 
*Additional $35.00 per person (including kids) over 5 people. 
*For groups 10 and larger, this package includes 2 discs of 75 
images each or one disc of 150 images. 
 
Family Fun Option 3 (Up to 5 people) 
One Hour of Photography, one location, Custom Website and 50 
Images on disc  (NO prints are included in this Package) 
*Additional $35.00 per person (including kids) over 5 people. 
*For groups 10 and larger, this package includes 2 discs of 50 
images or one disc of 100 images 

. 
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As you can see, I offer a “small” “medium” and “large” package option.  
This way if people don’t want any prints at all, they can choose option 
3.  If they want a few nice professionally printed pictures or one large 
print they can go with Option 1 and if they really want something 
special, option 3. People like to have the choice. 
 
If you are just starting out and need to keep your package price low, 
offer the package with no prints as your basic package and then build 
in the cost of the prints to your premium package.  
 
For couples I only offer one package option, then let them purchase 
prints from their proofing website.  
 
Here is an example of how I market my couples package: 
 
Maui Romance Package Includes: 
 

* Portraits of you and your loved one enjoying Maui at one 
location of your choice (one location is anything within walking 
distance from one central location, so it may include hotel 
grounds as well as a beach that you can walk to) 
 
* 1hour session 
 
* Both candid and posed pictures 
 
* Custom Website with all the images from your portrait session 
that you can share with friends and family.  (Professional quality 
prints, albums, greeting cards and other specialty products using 
your photos can be ordered from the website. You are not 
required to order any prints as a part if the package, this is just 
for your convenience.) 
 
 * 35 edited high resolution images on disc.  You choose your 
favorite 35 images from your photo session using the website 
and the disc gets shipped to you.  You can make quality prints 
from this disk with any vendor you choose.  It is like having your 
digital negatives  
* you can add additional images to your disc for $2.50 each 
through their proofing website. 

 
Here is an example of my senior portrait package: 
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Senior Portrait Beach Package Includes: 
* Senior portraits at one Maui location of your choice (one 
location is anything within walking distance from one central 
location, so it may include hotel grounds as well as a beach that 
you can walk to)   
 
* 1 hour session 
 
* Both candid and posed pictures 
 
* Custom Website with all the images from your portrait session 
you can share with friends and family.  (Professional quality 
prints, albums, greeting cards and other specialty products using 
your photos can be ordered from the website. You are not 
required to order any prints as a part if the package, this is just 
for your convenience.) 
 
* 35 edited high resolution images on disc.  You choose your 
favorite 35 images from your photo session using the website 
and the disc gets shipped to you.  You can make quality prints 
from this disk with any vendor you choose.  It is like having your 
digital negatives. 
* you can add additional images to your disc for $2.50 each. 
 

As you can see, most of my packages include the same options.  These 
options have been most popular for my clients, but I also allow them 
to purchase prints or additional images later through their proofing 
website.  The packages are up-front and include the images on disc.  
Some photographers try to make their packages look more affordable 
by only listing their sitting fee but then charging separately for the 
images on disc.  Stay away from this tactic, people see through it and 
would rather have upfront pricing with everything they want included. 
Remember, you are a part of their vacation planning, the easier, the 
better! 
 
When it comes down to it, people are going to choose a photographer 
based on their portfolio and package offerings.  If your images are 
good but your package options are better than other photographers, 
you will win their business.   
 
In summary when creating packages, they should always: 

• Include a disc of high resolution images 
• Be simple, upfront and easy to understand 
• Offer package options that include prints and those that don’t 
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A short note on naming your packages:  
Choose names that invoke an experience, after all, that is what you 
are selling! If you can, include something special about your location in 
the name. Including something special about the location re-iterates 
that these are “special” portraits, not just your run of the mill 
department store portraits. Stay away from names such as, gold, 
platinum or silver or other cliché names, have fun and set yourself 
apart! 
 
As an example, here is what I use for my package names: 
 
Basic Family Portrait Package = The Maui Family Fun Package 
Basic Couples Package = The Maui Romance Package
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  

 Sec t i o n 6  
 
Pricing yourself correctly and package creation are very important 
steps in starting your own Destination Photography business do your 
research. Create packages that give a good value to your client while 
giving them what they want.    
 
 
Tools needed:  
 

• Time  
 
 
Action Steps:  
 

1. Research other photographers sites. Reviewing other 
photographers sites will give you a good idea of what your 
starting price should be. Finding photographers with 
comparable work quality will give you a great metric for pricing 
yourself. Just remember that you are not competing with these 
photographers but it is good to know going rates in your area 
so you don’t drastically overprice or under price yourself.    

2. Create your packages Get your packages put together using the 
information in this guide, and with any extras you think will be 
important for your area.  
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Section 7: 
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Sect ion  7 :  Marke t ing and C l i en t Se rv ice  
Marketing your business is extremely important, in fact, the most 
important thing you will do besides taking great pictures! No matter 
how much you market yourself, and I recommend you do a lot, always 
keep in mind this sentiment from one of my favorite authors Alan 
Cohen. This quote from his book, Relax Into Wealth reads: 
 
“When you make excellence and service your highest priorities, your 
clients will recognize the depth of your investment.  Integrity is the 
magnet that attracts success beyond volumes of flashy promotion. 
While it is important to let people know what you do, it is more 
important to let people know how much you can give them once they 
show-up” 
 
When you back your business up with love, dedication, honesty and 
integrity you double the effectiveness of your marketing efforts. 
 
Before we get into the details of marketing your destination 
photography business let me just address one very important 
marketing strategy specific to this business model: 
 
SPEND YOUR MARKETING DOLLARS ON GETTING PEOPLE TO 
BOOK BEFORE THEY ARRIVE AT YOUR DESTINATION. 
 
I wasted thousands of dollars in local print publications, yellow pages 
advertising and other on-island advertising before I realized that my 
return on investment for these things was almost zero. 
 
If you live in a very touristy area, there will no doubt be free 
magazines that target the visitors to your area attractions. In my 
experience, these work great for tours, activities and restaurants not 
photography.  Not even destination photography!  The reason these 
fail at drawing destination photography clients is that people want to 
plan what they will wear, plan their tanning, and be sure that their 
kids are on a nap schedule prior to the shoot. Doing a family photo 
shoot last minute is too stressful for a mom who wants the perfect 
pictures. The other reason these publications are wasted advertising 
dollars for destination photography is that clients want a chance to see 
your work before they book with you.  Unless they have internet 
access in their hotel, this is difficult to do once they are already at 
their destination. This is why it is so important you spend your 
marketing dollars putting yourself in front of clients during the 
planning stage of their trip.  
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7.1: Online Marketing  
The best way to optimize your online marketing is to have a dynamic 
website.  See section 3, Building your Website for more information on 
how to build an effective website.  
 
In the beginning, the decision on where to spend your online 
marketing dollars can seem daunting.  I will give you the secrets of 
what worked for me and how to best take advantage of the web to 
drive business to your site. 
 
If I had only one piece of advice to give you about online marketing it 
would be this: Google Adwords. 
 
I currently receive 90% of my bookings through Google, both Adwords 
and natural listings. Online advertising has single-handedly made my 
business possible. 
 
If you are not familiar with Google Adwords, they are the ads that you 
see at the top and sides of the page when you type in a search on the 
Google search engine.  When you click on one of these ads, it charges 
the advertiser. A natural listing on Google is all the other listings in the 
middle of the page.  These are generated by Google and are free to 
the people who host the websites it directs you to. 
 
The secret to a successful advertising campaign on Google is to get as 
high up on the listings of both natural listings, in the middle of the 
page, and paid advertising on the sides or top.  
 
How do I do this you ask?! Read on and I will show you how to make 
an immediate impact with Google Adwords. How much of an impact all 
depends on your advertising budget. Google makes it very easy to sign 
up, so I won’t walk you through every single step, but here are a few 
to get you started. 
 
Step 1:  Go to www.google.com just under where you can type in a 
search term you will see it says “ Advertising Programs” “Business 
Solutions” and “About Google” Click on Advertising Programs. 
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You will then see the following screen: 
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If you want to read some success stories and get more information, 
click on the blue Google Adwords at the top.  To get your advertising 
campaign started click on “sign up now”.  This takes you to this 
screen: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can choose to use either the “starter edition” or the “standard 
edition.  I recommend you choose the “standard edition” as you will 
want to use the additional features that come with it. It doesn’t cost 
any more, it just has more features. 
 
Once you choose the standard edition, you will then be prompted to 
enter your login information. Google does a great job of making the 
sign up process very user friendly so I won’t go into the rest of the 
process.  Just follow their instructions and you will get your account 
set up. 
 
OK, I have my account set up, now what?! 
 
You will need to create a campaign, create keywords (choose which 
search terms you want to pay for) and set your budget. 
 
Google provides a lot of excellent information about how to do all of 
this.  So much information that it can be a bit overwhelming at first.  
Set aside a few hours to really peruse the information they provide 
before jumping in and creating all your settings.   
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Here are some quick tips for getting started, for the most complete 
information be sure to read what Google has to offer on each topic. 
 
Creating a Campaign: A campaign begins with your actual ad.  The 
ad you see on the sidebar or in the top shaded area of the page when 
doing a Google search. Your ad is activated when someone types in a 
keyword that you have selected that you believe describes your 
business. With each campaign you can set your spending limit and 
much more.    
 
You can create multiple campaigns in the beginning and Google will 
automatically rotate them.  This is a good tool for finding out which 
ads work for you. Once you know which campaign is performing better 
I recommend you remove the lesser performing campaign to get the 
most bang for your buck or the most clicks per amount of impressions 
your ad receives! 
 
You can also create different ads to run for different keywords within a 
campaign.  This is a good tool to use as you will want a different ad for 
your wedding photography than for your vacation photography.  I 
have two separate ads set up, one that directs people to my vacation 
photography website and one that directs people to my wedding 
website.  Any keywords that are associated with wedding ( like “Maui 
wedding photographer” ) go to my wedding website.  Any more 
general search terms  (like “Maui Photographer” ) or vacation oriented 
search terms (like “Maui Vacation”) will show the ad that directs 
people to my destination photography site. 
 
Google will walk you through setting up your campaign and also give 
you tips on what makes a successful ad. 
 
Here is the ad I have been using for some time now, it works quite 
well for me: 
 
Maui Vacation Photography 
Portraits on a Maui Beach 
FREE disc with digital negatives! 
 
This add focuses on what my clients tell me they want. 

1. Pictures on the beach 
2. A disc with their images 

 
The main attraction might be different in your area, but the want for 
digital images is universal.  So your ad could look something like this: 
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Whistler Vacation Photography 
Family Portraits on the slopes. 
FREE disc with digital negatives! 
 
Here is an ad that another photographers on the island is running: 
 
Maui Vacation Pictures 
Hawaii Specialists 
Fun, Creative & Affordable Photography 
 
First, what does it matter to a potential photography client that you 
are a “Hawaii Specialist” what does that even mean? I would hope you 
specialize in Hawaii if that is where you are doing business. Don’t 
waste your very small ad space providing people with obvious 
information. You need to tell clients what sets you apart.   
 
Second, although it is nice that they are creative and affordable, the 
client should be able to find that out once they get to their site, these 
are not the things that will catch the clients eye and get them to click 
on your ad.  A “FREE disc with your digital negatives” will. I also try to 
stay away from using the word “affordable” in my advertising. To 
some people this term is construed negatively. It could mean to some 
that because it is “affordable” the quality will be compromised.  I think 
it is better to be up front and list your pricing on your site and let your 
client decide if it is affordable for themselves.  
 
If you are the first in your market to specialize in destination 
photography in your marketing you will be the only one for a while to 
use that term.  Enjoy it while you can because other photographers 
will pick up on what you are doing and try to copy your marketing.  
The thing is, they will still have their businesses set up as a traditional 
photography studio, so they are no competition for what you are 
doing. It took about 1 month of me advertising before I started to see 
other photographers using “Maui Vacation” as a part of their ad. Don’t 
worry that others will catch on and hurt your business.  If you run your 
business as outlined in this guide it will be specifically targeted to 
those vacationing clients. Your initial head start will give you the edge 
over others trying to imitate what you are doing. Also remember that 
”there is no competition!”  
 
Focus on what your clients tell you they want and put that in your add 
whenever possible. Let your photos do the talking on your website.  
You don’t need to tell people what your photography style is, they will 
know once they click on your ad and visit your site! 
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Choosing Keywords: Choosing keywords is the second step you will 
take when creating your campaign. This is a very important step as it 
can make or break your campaign.  A Keyword is the word or words 
clients use when they type in a search term in Google. When choosing 
keywords for your campaign, you are choosing words that you think 
your potential clients would use when trying to find your service. They 
can also find your business when looking for something else and 
stumble upon your amazing service. Most people will not be looking for 
destination portrait photography as it is a new market segment. You 
may need to think about what vacationing clients are already 
searching for, for example “Miami beach fun” or “Miami beach 
activities”. What I am trying to get at is sometimes you need to attract 
your clients in an indirect way, especially when you have a new 
product being offered.  
 
When you first start your campaign, Google will suggest keywords for 
you, many of these will be great keywords and work well for you, 
some will not.  Figuring out what keywords are the most effective will 
take some time and monitoring on your part.  Google gives you all 
sorts of information on how your keywords are performing.  It is up to 
you to look at this information and decide what action to take. 
 
I could almost write a whole book on how to choose effective keywords 
for your Google campaign and there probably are entire books on how 
to make the most of your Google Adwords advertising. In your spare 
moments, read up on the details of Keyword choosing from Google 
and other sources.  In the short term here are some tips to help you 
get started.  
 

1. Targeted vs. Broad Keywords 
A targeted keyword is one that not as many people will be 
searching but the people who are searching are looking for 
something very specific, for example, “Maui Family Portraits”.  A 
broad keyword is one that many people will be searching for. For 
example, “Maui Vacation” is more broad, they don’t know exactly 
what they want. 
 
You will want a mix of both of these types of keywords in your 
campaign.   
 
Pros of a Targeted Keyword: 

• Costs less per click to get to the top of the list as there are 
fewer advertisers wanting to be found using these 
keywords. 
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• The people searching these terms are looking for your 
specific product or service and not just curious.  

 
Cons of a Targeted Keyword: 

• Not as many “impressions” (the amount of times your ad is 
shown on the page a searcher opens) as a more broad 
keyword. 

 
Pros of a Broad Keyword: 

• More impressions 
• You may get people who were not aware of your service to 

visit your site, which to reiterate, is key for our new 
market segment 

 
Cons of a Broad Keyword: 

• Costs more per click to get to the top of the listing as there 
are more advertisers who want to be found using that 
keyword.  

• You will get clicks to your site that cost you money from 
people not serious about using your services. Also known 
as “looky loos”. 

 
As you can see, there is a need for both Targeted and Broad keywords. 
Targeted keywords attract the exact clients you are looking for and 
Broad keywords give you the chance to dangle your new offering in 
front of clients searching using general terms. Another example would 
be: Broad keyword- Soda, and Targeted keyword- Coke. It is very 
important to balance both Targeted and Broad keywords.  If you have 
too many broad keywords it will eat up your advertising budget at the 
high cost per click these keywords go for because of the greater 
amount of people being shown the ad. Too many targeted keywords in 
your online ad campaign can result in you not getting your ad in front 
of enough new people to generate bookings for your business. 
 
There is no magic list of keywords that I could give you that will work 
for your business, you just have to try them out, monitor their 
effectiveness and make changes based on their performance. The 
Google Keyword Tool will be as close as you can get to a magic bullet 
for keyword choosing, that mixed with your creativity. 
 
A note about bidding on Keywords:  When you first start your 
campaign, you assign a “default” bid for all keywords.  This means 
that every keyword you choose will cost you the same when it is 
clicked on.  So for example, if you choose .45 cents as your default bid 
every single keyword you choose will cost you .45 cents every time 
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someone clicks on it.  Evaluate each keywords performance and 
individually decide if you want to leave it at your default bid (if it is 
generating the business you need), or bid higher. The higher you bid 
the more often your ad will show and the closer to the top of the 
search results page your ad will get when a client searches for a 
keyword in your list. Google will tell you how much the going rate is 
for a fist page listing for each keyword, you just need to decide if it is 
worth it to you to bid as high as the going rate is for that keyword.  As 
mentioned before more broad keywords will cost more because more 
people want to be on the first page for those search results. You will 
be able to see what position your bid will get for a specific keyword 
when looking at the keyword section after a few days of your ad 
running. I recommend no less than position 1-3; basically the very top 
of the page. If you want lots of clients the top of the page is where you 
want to be. Don’t make it a barrier to entry for you though; if you 
can’t afford the top just work your way up.   
 
When you are first starting out and have a small monthly budget ($50-
$100), you will want to choose maybe one or two broad keywords to 
bid high on.  If you try to compete with a lot of broad keywords and 
set daily spending limits your advertising budget will be used up within 
the first couple hours of the day and your ad won’t show again until 
the next day.  
 
For example, here are the broad keywords that I spend the most 
money on: 
Maui Photographer 
Maui Photographers 
 
I chose these keywords because I knew people were at least looking 
for a photographer on Maui. When someone clicks on my ad for $2.15 
cents I know they are not just curious, they are looking for a 
Photographer In Maui not just a photographer (which could be any 
kind of photographer anywhere in the world, I would rather compete 
with 150 people than Millions). 
 
When I first started out I spent big bucks on keywords like 
 
Maui Vacation 
Maui Activity 
 
I still use these keywords but I don’t spend the $2.50 per click it would 
cost me to be at the top of the search page.  I spend about $1.50 per 
click and I am on the second or third page.  This is good because it 
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can attract clients who may not have thought of vacation photography, 
but who are still interested. I just make sure I don’t blow my whole 
advertising budget on people who are just curious and clicking on my 
site.  
 
Setting a Budget:  When you are setting up your campaign, Google 
will ask you how much you want to spend per day or per month.  
When you are first starting out, you may not have a huge advertising 
budget and that is OK. Start small and as your business builds, 
increase your advertising budget. When I first started out, I only spent 
$50.00 a month on Google Adwords.  Now, some months I spend 
$600-$800.  This may seem like a lot, but when you figure out how 
many bookings you get per month from spending this amount, the 
return on investment is excellent. 
 
To quote famous marketer and author Seth Godin: “If you are 
marketing from a fairly static annual budget, you’re viewing marketing 
as an expense. Good marketers realize that it is an investment.”  
 
I charge $450.00 for my basic family package.  All it takes is 2 
bookings per month generated from Google Adwords to more than pay 
for my advertising. To give you an idea of my return on investment, 
some months I may get close to 40 bookings from that $600 in 
advertising, you do the math.  Start with whatever you can afford and 
as your amount of bookings increases, increase your advertising 
budget each month. If you started at $50.00 per month, the next 
month go to $55 or $60.00 and build it until you are at a point where 
it works for you. 
 
If your campaign is not reaching your budget (meaning you set your 
campaign so Google will show your ad until you reach a daily spending 
budget)  use some of the campaign management tools that Google 
offers to try to figure out why.  It could be that your bids are too low 
on keywords, it could be your ad is not written effectively or it could 
be that you don’t have enough keywords or your keywords are not the 
most effective for your business. 
 
If you are maxing out your budget everyday, it could mean several 
things, the most common are either you need to increase your budget 
or you have too many broad keywords and you are getting a lot of 
clicks from people who are not truly interested in your product.  
 
In the beginning I looked at my Google Adwords account on a daily 
basis and adjusted it all the time to better fit my business.  Now I 
check in weekly or bi-weekly to be sure that my bids are competitive 
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and see how my budget is working.  It may sound complicated or 
cumbersome but really it is a fairly painless process that once you 
start you will see how much it all connects and the return on 
investment of time and money is truly worth it. Marketing becomes 
unbelievably fun when you are in control of how much business you 
get. You are in control of the client flood gates, so let them in! 
 
Important Note: 
When you start your Adwords account with Google be extremely 
cautious about something called Content advertising, or Content 
Match. If this section is not unchecked it will burn up your advertising 
dollars on sites Google calls partner sites. These are not searches on 
Google, but searches or listings on other websites, (when someone 
types in your keywords) Google has a business arrangement with. 
Since destination photography is very area specific to your destination, 
this web blanketing of your ads only has an extremely small chance of 
reaching your target client.  
  
Besides the resources on the Google website, see Section 8, Helpful 
Vendors/Websites and Resources for more places to learn about using 
Google Adwords.  
 
Increasing your Natural Listing on Google and other search 
engines:  There are many, many ways to increase your ranking on 
search engines, just search for the term “Search Engine Optimization” 
(SEO) and you will see thousands of articles about it and lots of 
companies that claim they can get you to the top of Google and other 
search engines. You could spend hours and hours a day doing things 
to increase your ranking. As a small business owner it can be hard to 
pay others to do things for us, but I highly recommend that SEO is 
something that you outsource.  
 
I am by no means an expert on SEO, but from what I have learned 
from those that are is, there is no magic bullet for getting to the top of 
the natural listings.  Getting to top of search results on any search 
engine is a process that takes time. Any company guaranteeing they 
can get your listing to the top of the search engine natural listings 
right away is most likely not telling you the whole truth or the results 
will be short lived. 
 
This excerpt is taken strait from Google’s SEO page: 
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No one can guarantee a #1 ranking on Google. 

Beware of SEOs that claim to guarantee rankings, allege a "special 
relationship" with Google, or advertise a "priority submit" to Google. 
There is no priority submit for Google. In fact, the only way to submit 
a site to Google directly is through our Add URL page or by submitting 
a Sitemap and you can do this yourself at no cost whatsoever. 

(find out more at www.google.com/support/webmasters) 

I have found a company that I trust based on referrals that helped me 
with my search engine optimization. I pay them about 50 dollars a 
month to keep an eye on it for me and it is worth it to know that 
someone is watching over my rankings for me.  If you want to attempt 
to do some of it yourself, I have listed some great web articles in 
Section 8, Helpful Vendors/Websites and Resources. 
 
Other Online Marketing Strategies:  

1. Pay Per Click Advertising 
Besides advertising on Google Adwords, you can also advertise on 
Yahoo, Bing and other search engines in much the same way. Other 
online sources of pay per click advertising can be well worth the 
money, the key to choosing where to advertise besides search 
engines is specialization.  You want to choose websites that cater to 
your potential clients, people who are planning in visiting your 
destination. 
 
When you first make your website live you will get all sorts of 
solicitors offering to advertise your website.  Choose wisely, many 
of these are too broad and will be a waste of money for your 
business.  Try to find websites that the people who will be visiting 
your destination will be going to get information about their 
upcoming trip.  The websites you choose to advertise with should 
have a very good natural search engine ranking as well as a 
presence with pay per click advertising on search engines.  They 
should also be a “resource” type of website where people who are 
planning a trip to your destination would go.   
 
After looking at lots and lots of websites geared towards people 
who are visiting Hawaii, I narrowed it down to 2 websites, I pay 
either monthly for a listing on their site or I pay per click every time 
someone visits my site from theirs. 
 
The sites I chose are www.Maui.net and www.101thingstodo.com.  
If you take a look at these sites, you can see they both cater to 
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people looking for guidance on things to do while in Maui.  They are 
both less expensive than Google Adwords so I feel alright about the 
fact that I may get lots of people looking at my site who may just 
be curious.  
 
2. Link Exchanges  
A great free way to get some exposure for your site is to find 
complimentary businesses that cater to the same market as you do 
and offer to post a link on your site to theirs in exchange for them 
posting one back to you.  This not only gets you good exposure for 
potential clients, it also helps to increase your natural search engine 
ranking.  
 
Do a quick Google search on vacations in your area and see what 
sites pop up.  Activity companies, vacation rentals, hotels and 
attractions are all good examples of complimentary businesses that 
would benefit from a link exchange with you.  
 
3. Craigslist 
Craigslist (www.craigslist.org) is a great free place to advertise your 
business.  You can create beautiful professional craigslist postings 
with pictures for free using Vflyer (www.vflyer.com). Below is an 
example of what one can look like: 
 

 
     

You can choose your category, I would recommend the Creative 
Services category and the Travel/Vacation Services category.  If 
you advertise in a category that does not have to do with 
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photography like a “For Sale” category.  The chances are that your 
ad will be flagged and removed.   
 
The nice thing about Craigslist, besides the fact that it is free, is 
that people can find your Craigslist posting through search engines 
as well! 
 
I would recommend posting to Craigslist at least once a week to 
keep your postings near the top.  Criagslist does not allow duplicate 
postings so you will have to slightly change your posting to post on 
a weekly basis.  
 
3. Blogging  
In addition to their main websites, many photographers are now 
adding a blog as a link from their main website.  This is a place to 
talk about what is going on in your area, show recent photo shoots 
and just let your clients learn a little bit more about your business.  
This helps your online presence as blogs show up on search engine 
results.  It is also great because your clients can comment on their 
photo shoots directly on your blog. 
There are a couple of great FREE blog sites, my favorites are 
www.blogspot.com and www.wordpress.com 
 
4. Free Online Directories 
There are many online directories that will add a link to your 
website for free.  Do a google search for “photography directory” 
and you will find many places that you can post links to your site 
for free.  Some sites will require that you post a link back to their 
site as well.  This is good as it increases your sites ranking on 
search engines. 
 
5. Facebook/twitter/myspace and other social media 

platforms  
Facebook has many ways to not only reach new clients but keep in 
touch with past clients.  Create a page for your business, and start 
a  facebook business page is a place where you clients can join and 
upload their favorite pictures from their shoot as well as make 
comments about their photo session. They become a “fan” of your 
page and that shows to all of their friends (great advertising for 
you!)  After each shoot, do a search on Facebook to see if your 
clients have an account.  If they do, send them a friend request as 
well as an invite them to become a fan of your page. Facebook is 
constantly coming up with new ways to promote causes or groups 
so check in often for the newest features!  
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Twitter is similar to facebook, but it is more like a mini blog site.  
You use it to keep your  followers up to date on what you are doing.  
Followers are people who get updates every time you update your 
twitter feed.  You can also connect your facebook page status to 
your twitter feed, so you only have to update once! 
 
Myspace is similar to facebook, but it is more popular with a 
younger demographic. I personally do not have a myspace account 
as they are not my main target. 
 
Social media is constantly expanding, be sure to keep up on the 
newest trends and put yourself there for your clients to find you. It 
can be time consuming work, but it is well worth it in the long run.  
Think of it as word of mouth advertising for the digital age.  
 
6. You Tube 
Make a simple promotional slideshow for your business and upload 
it to You Tube.  If you have a Mac you can easily do this using the 
Idvd program that probably came with your computer.  Be sure to 
use keywords for your video so whenever anyone searches for your 
destination your video comes up.  You tube videos also show up in 
search engine results, providing your business even more exposure. 
 
7. Online Press Releases 
You can submit a FREE press release online and have your story 
picked up on online searches, and if your lucky a local paper might 
pick up your story as well! A great time for a press release is when 
you open your business.  You can write a short story about your 
new “Destination Photography Business” and how it is a fun and 
easy way for people to remember their vacation to your area.  For 
sample Press releases see Section 8.  Some of the websites where 
you can submit a free press release are: 
 
http://www.free-press-release.com/ 
http://www.prlog.org/ 
http://www.1888pressrelease.com/ 
http://www.24-7pressrelease.com/index.php 
http://express-press-release.net/ 
Here are 10 Tips for writing a press release from the website 
www.press-release-writing.com: 
 
1. Make sure the information is newsworthy. 
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2. Tell the audience that the information is intended for them and 
why they should continue to read it. 
 
3. Start with a brief description of the news, then distinguish who 
announced it, and not the other way around. 
    
4. Ask yourself, "How are people going to relate to this and will they 
be able to connect?" 
    
5. Make sure the first 10 words of your release are effective, as 
they are the most important. 
    
6. Avoid excessive use of adjectives and fancy language. 
    
7. Deal with the facts. 
    
8. Provide as much Contact information as possible: Individual to 
Contact, address, phone, fax, email, Web site address. 
    
9. Make sure you wait until you have something with enough 
substance to issue a release. 
   
10. Make it as easy as possible for media representatives to do 
their jobs.  
 

7.2: Local Area Marketing 
Although I recommend focusing most of your marketing dollars and 
efforts online, there are a few simple, inexpensive ways to get your 
company known in your local community. 
 

1. Hotel Concierge 
Spend a couple of days canvassing the hotels in your area. Create a 
professional looking one page flyer, printed in color on glossy paper 
with a few of your best shots. Include on the flyer package 
descriptions and of course, your contact information and website 
information.  Avoid printing your package pricing on this sheet as it 
is subject to change, especially in your first few months of business.  
Stop into each hotel, introduce yourself to the concierge(s) tell 
them a little about your new business, what you do, and give them 
a flyer along with 3-5 business cards.   
 
This may seem a little scary, cold calling is not the easiest thing in 
the world to do, but you will find that most concierge are very 
receptive and nice.  It is in their best interest to have the best 
information for their guests.  You are helping them to do their job 
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better by letting them know you are out there as an option.  I have 
made some great contacts this way and have concierge that refer 
me all over the island.  The few days you spend doing this will be 
worth it! It is a good idea to do this every 6 months or so as 
concierge change and your portfolio will only get better and better! 
 
If you don’t have time to hit the streets there are ways to still 
expose your business to the hotel concierge in your area.  
Whenever you have a shoot scheduled at a hotel, get there 15 
minutes early and chat with the concierge. Let them know you are 
meeting guest of their hotel there for a photo shoot and tell them a 
little about your business.  The fact that their guests are already 
using your service is a great selling point as it illustrates that their 
clients want what you are offering! Be sure to bring along a flyer 
and some extra business cards. 
 
Another way to get to the concierge indirectly is to give your clients 
an extra couple business card and ask them to drop it by the 
concierge and let them know how they liked their session.  This 
should only be done with your clients that you felt you had a very 
good session with and ones that you made a good connection with.  
Hopefully this is most if not all of your clients!   

 
2. Local Restaurants  
Chances are you have at least 3-5 favorite restaurants in your area 
that you eat at often.  The next time you are in one of your favorite 
restaurants, speak to the manager.  Let them know that you have a 
local photography business and that you are constantly sending 
people their way, offer to put a link to their website from yours in 
exchange for you being able to leave some business cards or flyers 
in their lobby.   
 
3. Other Local Photographers! 
Once your business is up and running, you will get so busy that you 
will have to turn away clients.  When this happens you will want to 
have a contact with another local photographer that you can refer 
people to.  If you can find the right photographer, they will refer 
clients back to you when they are busy.  The best way to find 
another photographer to create this working relationship with is to 
seek them out.  Do a web search for other photographers in your 
area and try to find another photographer with similar work to 
yours that charges similar prices.  Call them or send them an e-mail 
complimenting them on their work and let them know that you are 
looking for another photographer you can refer clients to when you 
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are unable to fit them in. Let them know you are hoping that they 
can refer back to you when they are booked.  This is a great 
relationship to have as it is truly beneficial for both parties. I get 
roughly 3-5 bookings per month this way, and when another 
photographer refers you, it is a definite booking. 

 
7.3: Trade Organizations 
Joining trade organizations is not only a good way for you to gain 
exposure for your business, but to also be a part of your local business 
community. Most trade organizations have yearly dues so it can be 
expensive to join all the organizations you might like.  Try joining 1-2 
groups per year. As you business grows, you will be able to afford to 
be a part of more of these groups, when the time is right. 
 
Here are some examples of Beneficial Trade Organizations: 
 

• Local Photographers Associations 
• Local Chamber of Commerce 
• Better Business Bureau 
• Local Tourism Organizations (for example Hawaii Visitors and 

Convention Bureau) 
• WPPI (wedding and portrait photographers international) 
 

 
7.4: Print Advertising 
I don’t recommend using print advertising in most cases because it 
tends to be very expensive and your return on investment is minimal. 
The reason for this is your clients won’t see the print ad until they 
arrive at their destination.  As we discussed at the beginning of this 
chapter, destination photography is not really an impulse purchase.   
 
The only kind of print advertising I would recommend you spend your 
money on is printing costs for a professional flyer you can give to 
clients and concierge and a bold listing in your local phone book.   
 
The phone book is only so clients who have already booked with you 
can find you once they are at their destination if they don’t have 
internet access.  You will not get a significant amount of business from 
a large yellow page ad.  With the increase in popularity of the iphone, 
Blackberry and other mobile devices, the yellow pages have really 
become antiquated.  Especially for a photography business that needs 
to show pictures in order to get business. 
 
7.5: Client Service Basics, Tips and Pitfalls To Avoid  
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Great Client Service does not mean that the Client is Always Right.  
Great client service is that the client is being treated as you would like 
to be treated as a client.   
 
Client Service Tips: 
These may seem like no brainers, but they are worth saying. 

1. Return phone calls within 24 hours. Even if you can’t help 
the person, it is just good manners to return their call and let 
them know you are unavailable or don’t offer the service they 
are looking for. I have gotten jobs because other photographers 
did not call back within 24 hours.  This can make or break you 
getting a booking. 

2. Answer every phone call professionally.  If you are like me, 
your cell phone will be your main business line.  If you are in a 
noisy restaurant, ballgame, store etc. either find a quiet place to 
answer the phone or let it go to Voice Mail and return the call 
when you are in a place to talk.  Also, be sure to answer the 
phone with a greeting and the name of your studio.  

3. Be on Time! Always be on time or early.  I recommend you try 
to show up to your agreed upon location at least 10 minutes 
early.  This way if you can scope out the location and be there 
waiting when your clients arrive. 

4. Always begin and end e-mails with a greeting.  Shooting a 
quick one liner e-mail to a friend is one thing.  For your clients 
you want to put a more polished foot forward. So even if you are 
responding to an e-mail from a client that only needs a one 
sentence answer always preface it with a greeting and closing.  
For example:  
 
GOOD: 
 
Aloha Mary, 
 
Yes I do accept American Express.   
 
See you in a few weeks! 
 
Best, 
Karma Hill 

  
 BAD: 
  

Yes. 
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5. No Matter where you live or where you are shooting 
always have a clean, polished put together look.  
Photography is a creative field so you are not expected to show 
up in office attire, but you should always look clean, well 
groomed and put together.  No matter how casual a setting you 
are working in, your clients are looking to you to be the 
professional, how you present yourself is their first impression of 
you as a professional photographer.  

 
6. Honesty truly is the best policy.  We are working in a 

somewhat sensitive field.  People are usually very self-critical of 
how they look in pictures. It is your job to portray them and 
their family in the best light.  If they are doing something that 
you think will not look good for them in pictures you need to let 
them know in the nicest way possible.  It could be as simple as 
asking someone to “sit up taller”, as you can see some rolls 
under their shirt or “raise their chin” to avoid the dreaded double 
chin.  Both great ways to ask for something without actually 
saying, “sit up, you can see your fat rolls” or “hey unless you like 
the double chin look, lift your head up!” 

 
Photo sessions can sometimes be more complicated. I once 
worked with a family where the grandmother organized the 
photo shoot. Once I arrived at their vacation rental home it 
became quickly apparent the only person who wanted to do this 
photo shoot was grandma.  I spent most of my time wrangling 
her family members from various parts of the house. Every time 
I finished a shot they disappeared into the house to have a drink 
or wander off to smoke.  The kids were throwing water balloons 
and even her husband was not interested in getting his pictures 
taken.  It was a fairly large family, so it was  not an inexpensive 
shoot. I figured it was her problem everyone was so unruly and 
not listening to my instructions. I was WRONG.  It turned into 
my problem when she got her proofing site and was furious 
there were not more pictures of her family! I was stunned.  I 
could not believe she had the audacity to complain about the 
amount of pictures of her family when I spent most of the hour 
and a half session hunting down her family not taking pictures!  
After some reflection on how to better handle the situation, I 
should have been honest with her when I realized here family 
did not want to cooperate. It would have solved my future 
problems of her not being happy with the few pictures she got of 
her family.  If I would have pulled her aside and stated I was 
having trouble getting her family to cooperate and  needed her 
help getting them together if she wanted the kind of pictures she 
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saw on my website.  I was too afraid in the moment of hurt her 
feelings which ended up causing problems for both of us.  If you 
are honest in a nice and diplomatic way, people will have 
realistic expectations and will not be disappointed in the end with 
the results.  This can also be true for clients that want a certain 
pose or backdrop.  It’s OK to tell clients you will try your best, 
but the pose or backdrop is not optimal for lighting, group size 
or whatever the issue may be.   
 
7.  Keep Excellence and Service and Integrity First and 
you will attract Success.  Great Client service is easy, just 
keep the above statement in mind at all times and you will see 
your business grow beyond your expectations.  
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  
Sec t i on  7 

 
Google, Google, Google. Put your marketing shoes on and “run Forest 
run”! 
 
Tools needed:  
 

• Creativity 
• Patience 
• Guts 
• and ,maybe a few fliers……. 

 
Action Steps:  
 

1. Set up your online marketing: Set up at least a Google Adwords 
account; this is where a large portion of your business will 
come from. Also get yourself posted on other online marketing 
sites such as Yahoo, Bing or any other site that may drive 
traffic to your site.         

2. Get to know Google Adwords: Make a few different ads and 
check it frequently (daily or every other day) for the first month 
or so. Checking your account frequently will keep you from 
blowing your ad budget on things you didn’t understand. Play 
with lots of different keywords to see which ones stick. Trying 
to reach new market segments can really pay off, so step 
outside the crowd.    

3. Post adds on Craigslist: Posting ads on Craigslist each week 
using V-Flyer can usually net you a couple of bookings from 
free advertising, probably even more per month. When you are 
charging less it is a great way to build your portfolio, and make 
some money, so take advantage of the free service.  

4. Local Area Marketing: Get out in the community and see where 
your potential clients may be staying. See if you can get some 
referrals from the staff there. This experience will also give you 
some good ideas of places you may want to use as keywords 
for online advertising.  
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Sect ion  8 :  He lpfu l  Vendors/Webs i tes  and Resource s   
 
This section covers some of vendors and online resources I have found 
extremely helpful to the destination photography business and just 
business in general.  
 
8.1: Continued Learning Websites (from free to online classes) 
It is important to continue to grow your skills as a photographer. 
Whether you have a masters degree in fine art photography or just a 
passionate amateur, there is always more to learn and new techniques 
that may make your art more desirable to your clients! The following 
resources are meant to enhance the skills you already have. This is a 
short list of the best sites out there I know of.  There are hundreds of 
online resources but many of them are not helpful for your purposes of 
becoming a destination photographer.  These resources are relevant to 
your goal of becoming a profitable destination photographer. 
  
Courses that will cost you $$ 
 

1. www.ppsop.com : Online photography school that you can pay 
per class.  Classes range from $150.00-$300.00 and range in 
subjects from Photoshop tips to use of natural lighting.  You get 
assignments, post your results online and get feedback from 
photography professionals in the industry.   

2. www.betterphoto.com: Online photography school that you 
can pay per class.  Classes range from $200.00-$400.00 and 
range in subjects. You get assignments, post your results online 
and get feedback from photography professionals in the 
industry.   

3. http://www.apogeephoto.com:  Offers online photography 
courses, bonus is that there is a limit on class size so you get 
more one on one attention from the instructors, about $200.00 
per class. 

4. http://masterphotodvd.com/site/:  Sells instructional 
DVD’s, mainly on Photoshop. 

5. www.ppa.com: Professional Photographers of America is a 
nationally recognized organization for professional 
photographers.  Pay a yearly fee and get access to their Pro 
forums, continued education and workshops (at an additional 
charge). 
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Free Education Resources 
 

1. http://photoinfo.com :  This site hosts hundreds of articles 
written by professional photographers about various subjects 
from posing to composition. 

2. http://art-support.com/workshops.htm#AK : Lists 
Photography workshops in all 50 states. 

3. http://www.takegreatpictures.com/: This site hosts many 
articles on a range of subjects.  My favorite part is the “master 
photographers tell you how” section.  I love hearing new tips 
from other photographers. 

4. http://photography.suite101.com/: Offers dozens of free 
photography tutorials. 

5. www.photo.net: This site not only includes some free 
education, it also includes forums and product reviews that can 
be very helpful. 

6. www.thephotoforum.com: Offers a way to showcase your 
work and get feedback, learn more about everything from your 
camera to compositions. 

7. www.phototakers.com: Photographers forums on a variety of 
topics, post your images and get feedback. 

8. www.photoforum.com: Offers a way to showcase your work 
and get feedback, a bit on the amateur side but great for getting 
feedback if you are just starting out. 

9. www.youtube.com: This is an excellent resource for Photoshop 
tips, tricks and short tutorials on how to make your photos look 
amazing from pros that use the software extensively on a 
regular basis.  

 
8.2: Client proofing sites: 

A vital part of this business model is to offer your clients a way to 
view their images online after their vacation is over.  The following 
sites are geared toward professional photographers. Most of these 
sites also offer free trials so you can try a couple out and see which 
ones you like best. 
 
1. www.Pictage.com: This is what I use because at my business 

volume, I need the support of a full service company, If I did not 
need it, I would probably use a less expensive option.  Pictage is 
for professional photographers only. Pictage creates and hosts 
the proofing sites with the images you upload.  It is set up so 
clients can order prints directly through their website and Pictage 
will handle all the printing, shipping and payment information, so 
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basically you can make money in your sleep.  It also has pro 
forums and a free album design service among other things.  

2. www.smugmug.com:  Set up online viewing with password 
protected sites, printing and shipping is also available.  

3. www.zenfolio.com: Set up online viewing with password 
protected sites, printing and shipping is also available.  

4. www.instaproofs.com:  Allows you to set up clients to view 
images and has a shopping cart function, but you fulfill the print 
orders.  This can save you money but requires more work on 
your end. 

5. www.foliolink.com: This company is both for client proofing 
and websites. It has a more comprehensive client proofing 
option, which gives your clients the ability to make folders.  This 
comes in handy when you want them to choose favorites for a 
disc. 

6. www.onlinepictureproof.com: This company is both for client 
proofing and websites. You manage your print orders. 

 
8.3: Website Design and Hosting Websites: 
Starting and building your website can run the gamut in cost from 
about $50.00 to thousands.  You can save a lot of money by building 
and maintaining your website yourself.  When I first started my 
website, I had no experience at all with building or maintaining 
websites.  I found a company with templates and an easy free design 
software and got started right away.  Now my website looks nothing 
like the template that I started with and is 100% custom.  I get people 
asking me all the time who does my website and they are all surprised 
when I tell them I do it myself!  I have listed a few of my favorite sites 
for building your website.  They are easy and affordable as well have 
great templates that you can customize, saving you time and money!  
 

1. www.homestead.com:  This is the company I use for my 
website.  It is affordable and very easy to use.  It is a full service 
company where you can register and choose your domain name, 
they do the hosting.  It is a little more expensive than using a 
template then having a company like godaddy.com host it for 
you.  I like a full service company, because then I only have one 
company to work with. The website templates are solid and they 
offer the freedom to make your own forms and add a shopping 
cart. The site builder software is free and easy to use.  It does 
have some shortfalls, like limited fonts and not being able to 
import and use your own fonts. It is also not built from scratch 
like a custom website would be to maximize your search engine 
performance or SEO.  Overall however for the money, it is a 
great option. I have found the client service is good, but the e-
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mail that comes with the sites is a little unreliable and is often 
marked as junk by junk mail filters on other peoples emails, so I 
use a different e-mail program for all of my main 
correspondence. 

2. www.bludomain.com:  I use this company for my wedding 
website, which is totally separate from my vacation photography 
website.  It is a company that has templates that are designed 
for photographers and artists.  They are very high end looking 
and easy to edit but they do have some drawbacks as well.  The 
templates are not very customizable, you have very limited 
changes you can make.  They do offer a form, a shopping cart 
and a calendar function, all vital to the online booking process 
but you can only take whole dates off the calendar, so if you 
want to book morning and sunset it could be tough. The last 
issue I have had with them is slow response to client service 
questions. When you do get a response, it is detailed and 
friendly, it just takes a while sometimes. They will host your 
domain or work with you if your domain name is hosted 
elsewhere Seo is also minimal on the site. 

3. www.showitsites.com: I just discovered this company 
recently and they are amazing! I will be using them for my 
future websites.  They are geared towards photographers and 
are extremely easy to use and beautiful.  They are also 
extremely customizable, something that is majorly lacking with 
other pretty flash template sites.  I have not used them 
personally, but I have heard great things about them from other 
photographers who have. 

4. www.buildyoursite.com: I have not used this company, but 
they seem very similar to Homestead. They have a form and 
shopping cart function and offer full service hosting plans. 

5. www.photobiz.com: Websites geared toward photographers.  
Great slideshows and galleries.  I have not used this company. 

 
8.4: Studio Management Software and Websites: 
These companies help you run your day to day operations a little 
smoother and can help you manage most aspects of your business 
from employees to bookings. I personally do not use one of these, but 
I am currently considering using ShootQ. I have heard great things 
about them from other photographers and I met one of the founders 
and some of the ShootQ staff at a workshop and they are very helpful, 
knowledgeable and all around cool people! 

1. http://web.shootq.com : ShootQ's goal is to create freedom 
for you so you can work on building your business, investing in 
your relationships and giving back to your community. It is a 
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web based software so you can use it on any computer from 
anywhere! 

2. www.studioplussoftware.com: StudioPlus an all-in-one 
software system that combines total digital workflow with a 
complete set of business management tools. Developed in 
conjunction with photographers, StudioPlus uniquely addresses 
the business of running a professional photography studio. 

3. www.successware.net: SuccessWare is designed to save you 
time and make your studio operations easier. But its main focus 
is to help you improve your “bottom line” by automating proven 
photography business management practice. 

 
8.5: Editing Software recommendations 

If you already shoot a lot, chances are you have your favorite 
editing software already. Photoshop is an industry standard.  If you 
are using the Elements version of Photoshop, you will want to 
upgrade to the full version.  If you have not shot professionally 
before, you may not be aware you will need a separate software 
program to manage your photos.  When you do hundreds of shoots 
a year, you need to keep track of your photos in an organized way, 
as well as a way to search for photos.  Lets say you want to update 
the family section of your website and you want to see family photo 
shoots at a specific location taken in the last month.  With photo 
management software like Adobe Lightroom, you add keywords as 
you import each session allowing you to pull up very specific 
searches for example:  Family, Makena Beach, January 2009 pulling 
up all the photos that match those search criteria. Photo 
management software can also  organize your sessions into 
categories such as Family, Couples and Senior Portraits, then you 
can make folders in each category for every client for example: 
Jones Family, Family 2009, Makena Beach. You can also do about 
90% of your photo editing using these programs.  I do the majority 
of my basic editing in Adobe Lightroom, it covers most of the 
editing that needs to be done as well as taking care of the photo 
management tasks. I only use Photoshop when there is a tool I 
need that Lightroom does not offer, for example when something 
needs to be removed from behind a subject, or you want a special 
effect on a photo.     
 
The two main contenders for this type of program are Adobe’s 
“Lightroom” and Apple’s “Aperture” they are both very similar 
programs and offer the same basic functions such as: 

 
• Editing 
• Importing and sorting 
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• Multiple rating systems  
• Metadata stamping (so your information goes everywhere 

your photos do) 
• Slideshow and web galleries 
• Convert Camera RAW images into DNG images 
• And so much more, see Adobe and Apples websites for a 

full list of features! 
• You can also try these programs free and see which one 

you like better! 
 

I have used both programs and I prefer Lightroom.  I find it is 
faster, easier to use and has more editing tools.  Adobe is also 
faster than Apple in adding camera RAW support for new 
cameras.  When you shoot in RAW, all cameras have a different 
language when they write the RAW files to your memory card.  If 
your program can not understand the language, you can’t work 
with your photos in the program.  This is actually why I ended 
up switching to Lightroom from Aperture.  I got a new camera 
which was so new that Aperture did not support it, meaning it 
couldn’t read my cameras raw files therefore I couldn’t edit any 
of the pictures I had taken from my most recent session. 
Aperture client support could not tell me when they would have 
an update to make my camera compatible with their software, 
making the program useless to me.  I was forced to switch to 
Lightroom because it was the only software that supported my 
new camera because it was so new, but have never been so 
happy with a program even though it was a forced transition!  It 
is an awesome all around program that Adobe is constantly 
updating and making even better. 
 
There are hundreds of third party editing software plug-ins 
(additional extras for Photoshop) that many people use along 
with Photoshop and Lightroom  The Adobe site has a great list of 
plug-ins(new finishes, effects, tools etc. etc) at www.adobe.com. 
You can also find free plug ins with a quick Google search! 
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8.6: Helpful Books  
I love reading other photographers books.  This is such a creative field 
and I draw inspiration on others ways of doing things. I also love 
books that challenge my mindset and help me get my vision more 
clear. Here are a list of my favorite books for both inspiration and 
technical photography knowledge: 
 

1. Fast Track Photographer… the definitive new approach to 
successful wedding photography by Dane Sanders: I 
actually read this book after I took Dane’s Fast Track Roadshow 
Workshop.  Not only is he inspirational and knowledgeable, he is 
also a super nice guy and all around amazing human being.  His 
workshop was so good, I felt like I owed him more money than it 
cost, so buy his book and help me repay him for what he taught 
me! If you can, take a workshop from him.  It changed my life 
and gave me the final push I needed to get this book finished 
and to market! 

2. The Hot Shoe Diaries by Joe McNally:  I am a HUGE 
advocate for off camera lighting and Joe McNally’s book is a 
great guide to creative uses of hot shoe flashes off the camera.  

3. Relax Into Wealth by Alan Cohen: This is a very inspirational 
book, not about photography at all, but great for those who want 
to take their life to the next level.  Cohen has several great 
books of this topic, this one is my favorite. 

4. Purple Cow, Transform your Business by Being 
Remarkable by Seth Godin: This book helped me brainstorm 
the best marketing tactics for this business by finding a niche 
(underserved destination portrait clients) and filling it.  This is 
not a photography book it is a marketing book, but a great read 
for any business owner. 

5. The “Digital Field Guide series” by David D. Busch I 
purchase one for every new camera body I get. It has specific 
information for a huge variety of DSLR cameras.  It is much 
easier to read and more informative than the documentation that 
comes with the camera. 

6. The Adobe Photoshop Ligthtroom Book by Scott Kelby: If 
you are new to using Adobe Lightroom, this book is a must read.  
I learned so much from it that I would never have learned on my 
own just messing around.  Scot Kelby is an expert Photoshop 
and Lightroom user and his knowledge is immense. 

7. The 4-Hour Workweek by Timothy Ferriss: This book totally 
changed how I looked at my business. The big idea is to 
outsource as much as you can so you can free your time to 
relax! 
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8. Digital Photography Bootcamp A step by step guide for 
professional wedding and portrait photographers by Kevin 
Kubota: Kevin Kubota is an expert in digital workflow and he 
shares all his secrets in this information packed book.  This is a 
great read for those just starting out and those looking for some 
great tips to help their workflow. 
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  
Sec t i on  8 

 
This vendor and website info is just to take some of the legwork out of 
the process for you. I have given you lists of my favorite and most 
reputable vendors, partners and authors.  
 
 
Tools needed: 
 

• Time 
 
 
Action Steps: 
 
1. Use this information as a resource. Peruse through this information 
to speed up finding the things you need to become more successful 
and generate the needed skills and put together the resources you 
need to be successful. 
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Section 9: 
5 Steps to Growing Your Business 
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Sect ion  9 :  F iv e  S teps  to  Grow ing Your Bus ine s s   
A business owners work is never done! Here are some things you can 
do once your business is up and running for about 6 months. 
 
9.1: My Business is Open and Growing, What are my Next 
Steps? 
 
1. Keep Marketing!  Once you are up and running and busy, you 
may have the urge to cut back on marketing or stop the local area 
marketing that got your business off the ground in the first place! 
People have a short memory, so you need to constantly keep your 
business top of mind.   You may be so busy you feel as if you don’t 
want any more business so why spend the time to cultivate new leads?  
You never know what the market may do or when a new competitor ( 
did I say competitor?! I meant other photographer, there are no 
competitors!) may spring up and start poaching your business, so stay 
on top of your game!  Here are some ideas to continue your marketing 
efforts. You can do these even if you are very busy, they are designed 
with the successful business owner in mind! 

• Hire someone you trust to visit he local concierge in your area 
and drop off more brochures, do this quarterly to keep your 
business top of mind.  

• Do a search of the web at least once a month for new 
websites that may be helpful for marketing your business.  I 
just recently found a new website on the first page of Google 
that was showcasing photographers in my area.  They were 
very affordable to list with and it has netted me an average of 
3-4 additional bookings a month.  If I had not been searching 
and found them I would have been missing out on almost 
$1500 worth of bookings a month! 

• Ask your satisfied clients to add reviews on Google Local and 
Yelp.com. These reviews are often more valuable to potential 
clients than a page of rave reviews on your website as the 
clients went to these sites of there own free will to speak out 
about their amazing experience with your business.   

 
2. Constantly update your website with your best work.  You 
want your website to represent who you are as a photographer 
TODAY.  It is natural that you will grow your skill set and you want 
your potential clients to see what you are capable of.  I tend to update 
my website during the lull after each busy season, in September and 
January.  Not only do I have the time to do it then, I also have a great 
selection of completed shoots to choose from for my new material! I 
look at other photographers’ websites at the top of Google and some 
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pictures look like they were taken in 1980. This is a recipe for wasted 
advertising clicks, so keep your photos up to date. 
3. Continue your learning.  It is hard to find time to fit in a course 
or workshop when you are a busy business owner, so even if it is just 
purchasing a new book on lighting or posing, keep yourself fresh.  
When I do this, the new skills learned really improve my quality and 
re-ignites my passion for photography while helping me remember 
why I got into photography in the first place!  If you have some new 
techniques or locations you want to try out, go back to the free photo 
shoot, you don’t want to use your paying clients as guinea pigs!  When 
you are giving a free session, you have more room to push yourself 
creatively and if something doesn’t work out, it is OK! 
 
4. Think about hiring an assistant or second photographer.  The 
decision to hire an employee is a tough one.  The main thing you have 
to weigh is can you make more money than it will cost to employ 
someone and is it worth it?  If you hire a second photographer, can 
you make enough money on booking more shoots using them to pay 
them, and all the applicable payroll taxes and insurance. Will you have 
enough money left over as profit after paying them to make it worth 
the extra work of managing them.  This is a question only you can 
answer for your business as employment costs vary from state to 
state; it will depend on how much you are charging for your packages.  
It can make sense and earn you much more income than doing it 
alone.  You can also hire a part time assistant to help you with your 
larger shoots or special events.  This could be someone in your local 
area that maybe has their own photography business and is looking to 
make a little more money or gain experience.  This is an ideal situation 
as you won’t have to make them an official “employee” you can give 
them a 1099 to file so they pay the taxes on the money they earn 
from you as a subcontractor.  Be sure to check with your local laws or 
accountant for the specifics in your area of how to best add employees 
to your business. 
 
5. Review your first 6 months in business.  The best way for you 
to become a better business owner is to sit down and review what 
your business has done in the last 6 months.  Take a look at your cost 
of doing business, your profits and your marketing plan.  What is 
working, what is not?  Can you cut out marketing costs that have a 
low return on investment and re-invest the money in other marketing 
ventures or new equipment?  Take a look at your sessions and 
honestly evaluate them for quality.  What could you have done to 
make that picture better?  Better posing, lighting, editing?  The more 
you can be honest with yourself about what is working and what is 
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not, the better your business will be.  If you are married, have a 
business partner, or someone close to you watching your business 
grow, ask them what their opinion is about your business and what 
they think works and what could use some improvement.  I bet you 
will be amazed at their insight.  Sometimes the most obvious things 
are not so obvious when you are in the thick of it! I constantly use my 
husband/business partner for feedback, to bounce ideas off of and to 
critique my work.  The only rule is I am not allowed to get mad at him 
when he offers suggestions or constructive criticism! I know he has my 
best interests at heart when he gives me feedback.  Make strategic 
‘action steps’ on how to implement the needed changes.  It does you 
no good to do a business review and then take no action! 
 
9.2 Build an Empire  
Once you are a well established business and you have raised your 
prices to about as high as they can go in your market and still get 
bookings, there is still another way to make more money for yourself, 
while helping out others.  You see, when you raised your prices you 
left behind a large client segment that still exists, even though you 
don’t serve them anymore!  You can start a SECOND destination 
photography business that caters to those who want to spend less 
time and money on their destination photography.  Of course you will 
be too busy to actually do the shooting for this company so you will 
need to hire freelance photographers (subcontractors) to do this.  This 
is a WIN, WIN, WIN situation! You make a large portion of the profits, 
your freelancer makes money by doing only what they love (the 
shooting an editing) and you are serving a market segment that wants 
quality destination photography at a lower price. 
 
I do all the marketing and booking (something that is super easy for 
me now that I have it down to a science!) my freelance team does the 
shooting, editing and uploading to Pictage.  I split the cost of the 
session with them 50/50. 
 
The benefit to using freelance photographers (subcontractors) is that 
you don’t have to treat them as an employee and pay all the 
applicable payroll taxes, they have their own businesses and you are 
paying them for their service. 
 
Because it is my company and I have a major stake in the quality of 
the images, I make sure and train each photographer to my standards 
of quality and then let them be creative in their own way as well.  
 
For an example of how I have done this, see 
www.mauibeachmemories.com. 
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This is just one way to expand your earning potential for this business, 
there are so many ways out there that are just waiting for you to bring 
your unique vision and skill set to. Whatever you decide to do, do it 
with passion, integrity and commitment and you can not fail. 
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Act ion  Step s and Requ i r ed Too l s  
Sec t i on  9 

 
 
 
You have reached the end of the guide, but the beginning of a 
wonderful love affair with people and photography.  
 
Tools needed:  
 

• Motivation:  
1. Read “Relax Into Wealth” by Alan Cohen 
2. Read “Fast Track Photographer” by Dane Sanders 

 
 
Action Steps:  
 

1. Give your business a check-up. For just a few hours 
every couple of months try and step back and take an 
outside-looking-in view of your business. Try stepping out 
of the worker bee role and into the strategic architect role. 
See what you can work on from a personal development 
standpoint, a website standpoint and take action on what 
you believe will help your business the most. Usually if you 
believe a certain action will attract clients it will, the kind 
of clients ‘you’ want to work with. In the end you will make 
this business model yours by adding in the key ingredient, 
your creativity and enthusiasm. Use my roadmap, but 
make this business yours.  

 


